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THE DAILY MAXIM

TEA THER FORECAST

Poverty A Luxury the
Rich Can't
Afford

Tonight and
Tuesday; Temperature Same

Cloudy

ASSOCIATED PRESS

EX CLU8IVH
VOL. XXXII.

TAFTS OBSERVE
ANNIVERSARY
IS HISTORY HAS WHITE
HOUSE BEEN SCENE OF

MERRIER GATHERING

MAGNIFICENT GIFTS

.

PRESENTS SHOWERED ON PRESIDENT AND WIFE, DESPITE
WISHES TO CONTRARY

E

HAVEMEYER GOT
TEN MILLIONS
AS PRESENT

Vice-Preside-

NEVER

TWENTY-FIV-

iaaterns will add to the picture.

Kxpressmen were still busy today
delivering presents by the wagon load
at the White House. They have come
from every section of the country.
former President and Mrs. Roosevelt
have sent an antique Eilver bowl. In
addition to the silver service sent by
and Mrs
the senate,
Sherman individually sent a tall silver
vase, marked with the monograms of
the president and Mrs. Taft. Speaker
of the House and Mrs. Clark sent
twenty-fiv- e
American beauty roses,
one for each year of the married life
of the recipients. There are individual
gifts in silver from all the members
of the cabinet. Former Speaker Can
non also sent a large bunch of American beauty roses. Mr. 'and Mrs. F.
W. Cram, of Bangor, Me., old camping
fi lends of the president
and Mrs.
Taft, sent Mr. Taft one of the biggest
salmon ever caught in the Penobscot
river. Many other gifts, some of great
beauty and all of much interest, have
been received by the president and
Mrs. Taft.

THOUSANDS HELP

MARRIED

EASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE
CITY EDITION
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MANY

I

YEARS

ON JUNE 19, 1886,
EXECUTIVE
CHIEF
PRESENT
BENEDICT
A
BECAME

AT CINCINNATI

WAS

HANDSOMELY

FOR COMBINING

REWARDED

THREE VERY

GOOD REFINERIES

NATIONAL COMPANY CREATED
AS A RESULT OF HIS BUSINESS
ACUMEN, GREAT CORPORATION WAS BORN

GOOD DIVIDEND EARNER
THIS BLOCK OF STOCK
TWO AND

ONE-HAL-

F

NETTED

MILLIONS

IN ACTUAL CASH

"It seems to me that congress ought
to have this information on which pos
sibly to base curative legislation."
Representative Feedney, was opposed to require the witness to testify,
but in executive session the committee finally decided to require an answer.
TWO PRETTY WEDDINGS
Two weddings were solemnized this
morning in the Church of Our Lady
of Sorrows on the West side. The
first was that of Miss Efren Aragon
and Eplfanio Dominguez and was cele
brated at 7:30 o'clock. Mr. Dominguez
is an employe of the Santa, Fe. He
and his bride will reside In Las Vegas.
Miss Ambrocita Ulibarri and Jose
Gregorio Lucero were married at 10
o'clock, the ceremony being accom
panied by high mass. Mrs. Lucero Is
the daughter of the late Romualdo
Ulibarri, who was a prominent citizen
of the town of Las Vegas. Mr. Lu
cero Is a
young farmer and
rancher of Chaperito, where he and
his bride will reside. Following the
wedding a reception for the newly
wedded couple was given at the home
of the bride.
well-to-d-

o

TRAGIC

DEATHS

SUFFERED BY

3 AIRMEN

The prizes aggregate
1,000 miles.
$94,000.
A great throng witnessed the start
"mom the aviation field at Vincennes

early yesterday morning and the efforts of the police and soldierg' to hold
the curious throng In check resulted
'
in minor injuries to many.

INDIAN FIGHTERS TO MEET
Lawrence, Kan., June 19. A reunion
CIRFIRST DAY OF EUROPEAN
of Kansas Indian fighters will be held
CUIT RACE EXACTS HEAVY
in Topeka Saturday, July 15, when
members of the Eighteenth and NineTOLL OF LIFE
teenth regiments of volunteer cavalry
will gather there.
H. L. Moore of
TWO BURNEDJN MID-AI- R
Lawrence, who was lieutenant colonel
cf the Nineteenth, has issued a call
M. for the reunion and is eager to have
AND
CAPTAIN
PRINCETAU
all the
fighters who can atKABDRON VICTIMS OF EXtend. The Throop hotel will be headPLODING MOTORS
quarters for the veterans. The Eight
eenth and Nlneteeth regiments of
A THIRD FATALLY CRUSHED volunteer cavalry were recruited just
after the close of the Civil war in
1865 and camapigned against the In
M. LEMARTIN LOST CONTROL OF dians in
western Kansas, Colorado and
IIS MACHINE, WHICH CRASH-EINTO A TREE

New Mexico.

PACKERS LOSE IN
THEIR FIGHT TO
AVOID TRIAL
JUDGE CARPENTER OF FEDERAL
COURT AT CHICAGO UPHOLDS
INDICTMENTS

COURT DENIES REHEARING
DECISION, WHICH CAME AS A SURPRISE, MEANS THEY MUST
FACE A JURY

TO BE HEARD IN OCTOBER
NEXT

IN

MOVE

CELEBRATED

CASE IS FOR DEFENDANTS TO
ENTER FORMAL

NEW HOME FOR PRESSMEN

PLEAS

BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS
Rogers ville, Tenn., June 19. Del
Chicago, June 19. Judge George A.
Liege, Belgium, June 19. The avia
St.
Washington, June 19. Ten million
19.
President
Paul, Minn., June 19. The anJune
Washington,
who accomplished the perilous egates representing the local branches Carpenter, in the United States distors
Taft and Mrs. Taft are celebrating nual convention of the International dollars of common stock; which earned
first stage of the European circuit of the International Printing Press- trict court, today denied the motion of
one-hal-f
million dollars of
their silver wedding today. Twenty-fiv- e Boot and Shoe Worker's Union open- two and
are resting here today. Tomor- men and Assistants' Union of North J. Ogden Armour and nine other Chirace,'
CONSTITUTION
FRAME
TO
was
the personal reward
years ago, June 19, 1886, William ed In this city today with delegates dividends,
row
the
second flight will be attempt America gathered today at Hale cago meat packers, for a rehearing of
Lisbon, June 19. The constituent
Howard Taft married Miss Helen L present from many points .through- Elven H. O. Havemeyer, for'combin
Rain
fell heavily, the weather be Springs, th's county, to attend the their motion to quash the indictments
ed.
been intrusted
Herron at her father's home in Cincin-rati- . out the United States and Canada. ing "three very good refineries," and assembly, which has
In keeping with the spirits of the annual convention of the
ing
constitua
Re
organization against them charging violation of the
of
with the task
framing
Mr. Taft was a young lawyer The sessions are expected to last a thus creating the National Sugar
who are much depressed over and to assist at the dedication of the Sherman anti-truact. This means
airmen,
to the ad tion for the Republic of Portugal, met
and newspaper1 reporter. Mi&3 Herron week or ten days as many Important fining company, according
which marred home
fatalities
of
series
must
the
stand trial.
the
packers
recently completed for aged
had been a teacher in a private school. matters of business are to come up. mission of James II. Post, president today and formally organized.
at
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had been prepar
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written
No
the
inauguration
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report
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com
National
members
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the
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News
for his findings. It is now
"fciif,ar trust" investigating committee JACK JOHNSON TO
ried life, during which Mr. Taft be EXTENSIVE MERGER.
ceded the aviators here.
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expected the trial will he reached
today.
$102.50
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Paris.
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start
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covered
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UN
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Instantly Successful Because of the Immensely Important MoneySavmg
has more immediately gained favor with the public and with reason, for no recent sale has featured such good values in strictly seasonable
Prices are generally and generously reduced.
merchandise in so great variety It is a store wide event embracing all departments and all kinds of goods.
No recent sale

,

Surpluses, Odd Lots, Broken Lines, Remnants and Recent Special Purchases
Are Offered at Prices That Richly Reward You With Substantial Savings

The Decks Must be Cleared

Stock Reduced and

Re-Adjust-

Splendid Waist

Men's Wear

VN

Values

Even the Loveliest Parasols Have
g
Not Escaped
season's
The best of this
very
celebrate by
stunning display
coming" down in price to meet your
pocketbook.
$1.10
$1.50 Parasols
2.25 Parasols
2.00
2.50 Parasols
2.20
3.00 Parasols
5.00
7.00 and $7.50 Parasols
All children's parasols
greatly reduced.

Items Prove How Liberally We Have Pared Prices.

for Summer.

ed

Re-Pric-

It's an

Economy-Celebratiosurely
when you can obtain such outfits
at such, savings. Note the Quality
of materials, the tailoring that goes
into all our suits and coats. Note
the cut and finish of our shirts.
These same desirable goods are the
ones we've marked down during this

The daintiest of lingerie models, the
smartest tailored shirts, all will go
to you during this June Sale way
below cost.

Price-Cuttin-

4

The Choice of Our Stunning
Millinery Share June
Sale Reductions

$2.00
2.50
3.25
3.75
4.50

3.25

$3.00 Waists, for

1.95

Waists, for
$1.75 Waists, for

1.45

$2.2--

$4.50

3.45
2.50

$1

W.

1.00

to $5.00 Waists for
to $3.50 Waists, for
'Waists, for

The Suits
Good values
style involved.
$37.50 to $42.50
$57.50 to $35.00

You've Admired Also Lower Their Price Tags
when first marked considering: the material, cut and
Therefore now they may be considered true ' 'bargains' '
Suits for.. $23.50 $25.00 to $28.50 Suits for. $15.75
Suits for.. $15-7$20.00 to $22.50 Suits for.. $11. 50
--
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MADRAS

Waists made from this desirable
fabric, with soft collars and cuffs,
are ideal for hot weather days. The
colorings are especially attractive.

'

1

at

$2.50

Cravenette coats In light' and
dark colors, newest style models,
worth $13.50 and $14.50, special,
each

Men's

$4.50 values for $3.00.

$8.00

ESTABLISHED 786Z

FOB SCROFULA

llOTJIlE'S

"vice-squad-

V

$9.85
boys' "Wearbetter". suits, some
Including two pairs of pants, worth
$4.50 to $6.50 per suit.
Special for
this sale

All

$3.00

"vice-squad-

)fca

Our entire stock of Men's Suits, con- -'
slstlng of light and dark effects in
the newest, most desirable models,
suits that look well and wear well,
worth from $18.00 to $25.00 each.
Special for this sale

All men's Pants marked to sell
$3.50 and $4.00, special per pair

side the legend, "Smoke Sweet Cap-c-a- l
Cigarettes." The firm which had
furnished the buttons explained that
in some unaccountable manner a misSTRAY TOPICS FROM LITTLE OLD NEW YORK
take had been made and promised to
supply the school children of Hoboken with new buttons, devoted exclusively to the advertising of Hoboken's
the
with
i3
19.
education, together
This year
principal "Civic Pride."
New York, June
the centenary of the building of New and the teachers of the school are
The severe manner in which magis
York's city hall and of the first ses- making arrangements to celebrate the
trates
have been dealing recently
an
in
manner.
aldermen.
of
centenary
sion therein of the board
appropriate
It has been decided to commemorate Former pupils of that school will be with roudles who caused disturbances
this on the Fourth of July by gather- invited to take part in the exercises. in subway or elevated trains, has
taught the rowdies a wholesome lesing in the city hall the descendents
son and such cases of rowdyism
of the officials of the Do Witt Clin-tc-n '
have
A.
become greatly less frequent
J.
of
Demarest
Superintendent
administration , of the city, before
Now the magistrates should
the
schools
of
is
public
lately.
formal
and
Hoboken,
the
nations
of
the parade
exercises, over which Mayor Gaynor president of the Civic Pride Associa- Join in a determined warfare against
male
flirts or "masters"
will preside. The members of the tion of that city. He is a great en- the
common council of 1811 were DeWltt thusiast and thoroughly convinced who hang around street corners or
down-town- ,
streets
Clinton, mayor and president; Alder- that the people of Hoboken nave a stroll throught
to
deal
be
and
insult
of.
women
great
also
He
Thomas
proud
men Peter Mosier,
by speaking to
Carpenter,
Charles Dickenson, Richard Cunning- believes that the process of distilling them or trying to flirt with them.
ham, William Hoagland, William Tor-re- "civic pride" should begin early. For Magistrate House in the Night Court
George Buckmaster, Caleb Pell, tnat reason he made determined ef- has set a good example by sentencand John Pell ,and Assistant Alder- forts to get the children in the Hobo- ing one of these male flirts who was
men Samuel Jones, Ja., Peter Hawse, ken public schools interested in the brought before him to ten days in the
August H. Lawrence, Elisha H. King objects and aims of the Civic Pride work house.
John Morse, Michael W. Titus, William Association. To keep up the interest
Mr. Demarest sent to a buttonmaker
The members of the burglars and
Welling, William A. Hardenbrook, and
men's fraturnlty in New York
Abraham Van Geder. The descend- in Newark and had 10,000 buttons hold-u- p
ants of these men are scattered all bearing the insignia of the association are working overtime. They are so
over the country, but it is expected arid the words "Hoboken Civic Pride" busy that the nights are evidently
that many of them will accept the in- made. The buttons were distributed not long enough to give them a chance
vitation to attend the commemorative among the children and boys and girls to finish their daily pensum. Dayproudly displayed their badges of light burglaries and hold-up- s
are getgathering.
"Civic Pride." The other day, how- ting quite common In this city and
Another centennial to be celebrated ever, all the buttons were called in the crooks A3 not even respect Broad1u this city this year is that of Public by Mr. Demarest, who promised the way in their nefarious trade.
But
School No. 2, at Henry and Pike children that he would soon furnish a:! this will soon be changed; at
streets, which. is the oldest public them with new buttons. The reason least so the citizens are assured by
school in the city. . It was opened on for this action was that each one of the police authorities. The new reNovember 13, 1811, and the board of the buttons bore upon the reverse gime promises great reforms and has
taken the first step In the direction
of reform by organizing a
consisting of police agents,
who are to mingle freely with the
PERFECT CURE criminal elements and obtain all the
Information they can get before they
Swollen glands about the neck, weak eyes, running sores and are found out by the criminals and
abscesses, pale, waxy complexions and frail, poorly developed put out of the way. The Identity of
'
"
is
of the
systjms, are the most usual ways in which Scrofula is manifested. th members
'
to
a
secret
to
remain
filled
with
the scrofulous germs that
everybody exIn1 sme cases the blood is so
from birth the disease shows its presence. In other cases it is held in cept the commissioner who appoints
"check during young, vigorous life, but when the system begins to them.
' weaken, especially after a spell cf sickness, the disease will often
S. 3. S. is Nature's perfect cure for
Some men are awfully "easy" and
manifest itself in sbme form.
Scrofula, made entirely of healthful nots, herbs and barks, a perfectly it Is really not surprising that ther
safe medicine for young or old. S. S. S. goes into the circulation, and are so many unhappy marriages and
drives out all scrofulous matter, and supplies the blood with the domestic troubles in this world. The
healthful, vigorous qualities it is in need of. In this way it builds up other day the courts united a marital
weak, delicate persons and makes them strong and healthy. S.S.S. knot which owed it sexclstence to the
cures Srrnfiilfl because it is the most perfect of all blood purifiers. fact that the man in the ca,se liked the
5. S. S. is for sale at taste of a chocolate cake so much that
Book on the Blood and medical advice free.
CO- - ATLANTA, CA.
SPECIFIC
SWIFT
THE
he married the girl who had. baked it.
drugstores.

L

.

1.95

j

1

H
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MERCERIZED

Sale.

Semi-Annu-

$3.95

Linen Waists

$3.00

about our smart Hats
Only to tell that they are
marked even less now than their first fair
pricings. '
: .

$7.50 Waists, for
$5.00 Waists, for..

,

No need to talk

Hats for
Hats for
Hats for
Hats for
Hats for

to
$4.00 to
$2.75 to
$2.00 to
$1.50 to

$3.25

at this date.
$4.00
5.00
5.50
7.50
9.00

Lingerie Waists
$5 50

ed

n

,"

Of course, love could not subsist entirely on chocolate cake and disenchantment soon followed. In another

case threshed out in the divorce court
it was brought out that the couple
had become acquainted at a party and
the man had proposed to the girl because she danced so well.
But for the fact that he has a wart
behind his left ear, a lost urchin
picked up by the Brooklyn police th
other day would still be in the hands
ot the Children's Society in that
borough as an unclaimed waif. Completely distinguished by a clean face,
the youngster was not recognized by
his parents until they had visited the
society's shelter a second time and
made a more careful inspection of the
When the boy, who is only
boy.
three years of age, was found, he
was so dirty that the matron of the
Children's Society found it necessary
to give him a good scrubbing. When
the parents came to the shelter and
the boy was shown to them, they
thought there was something familiar
alout him, but they were unable to
Identify him. They had never seen
him with a clean face. At their
second visit they again inspected the
boy, without recognizing him and he
would have remained unidentified had
not the mother found a wart behind
the boy's ear, which, convinced her
that the youngster was her lost Ben- nle.
In a Pinch, Use Allen's

Foot-Eas- e

Warning to Railroad Men
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath Me.,

sends out this warning to railroaders:
"A conductor on the railroad,
my
work caused a chronic insinuation
of the kidneys, and I was miserable
and all played out. A friend advised
Foley Kidney Pills and from the da;
I coinmen.ed taking them, I began to
regain my strength. The inflammation cleared and I am far better than
have been for twenty years. The
weakness and dizzy spells are a thing
of the past and I highly recommend
Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Scahefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
"My good man, how did you happen
to be thown out of work?" "I got out,"

replied Weary Wombat, with dignity.
"L didn't hafter be thrown out"
Washington Herald.
Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly
M. N. George, Irondale Ala., was
bothered with kldne trouble for many
years. "I was persuaded to try Fol-leKidney Remedy, and before tak
ing it three days I could feel its beneficial effects. The pain left my back,
my; kidney action cleared up, and I
am so much better. I do not hesitate
to recommend Foley Kidney Remedy." O. G. Scahefer and Red Cross
y

The more you buy the more you
save. And here are" sunning fabrics of every kind wool, silk, cotton and many novelties all. under-price-

d.

A

lot of stylish, but practicable,
wool dress fabrics, including Serg-

es, Baistes, Mohair, Cashmere and
Fancy Granite Weaves, all colors,
black and white, worth from 60c to
44c
75o per yard, special
All Dress Goods marked to sell at
$1.25,
including Striped Batistes,
Taf-

Wool

Henriettas,'

d

fetas, Mohairs, Marquisettes, Novelty Chevrons, Satin Prunellas and
Fancy Suitings, special, per
'
yard
SPECIAL SILK VALUE
One lot of Silks, including plain and,
fancy Tafettas, Persians and Brocades ,all colors, widths from IS
inches to 27 inches, worth 00
cents to $1.25 per yard, special 60c

COMING!
-

EMF

"3o"
Flanders "20"
ARE YOU INTERESTED?
Phone riain 60
and arrange for demonstration, date

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
Laa
New
Mexico.

Vegas.

Drug Co.

No, Maude, dear; a sewing bee
can't sting, but It can nevertheless do
a lot of buzzing.

The woman of today who has good
health, good temper, good sense,
bright eyer and a lovely complexion,
the result of correct living and good
digestion, wins the admiration of the
world.
If your digestion is faulty
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets will correct it. For sale by all
size druggists.

Ladies can wear shoes one
smaller after using Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic powder for the feet. It
makes tight or new shoes feel easy;
gives instant relief to corns and
It's the greatest comfort discovery of the age. Relieves swollen
feet, blisters callous' and sorespots.
It is a certain relief for sweating,
tired, tender, aching feet. Always use
it to break in new shoes. Sold everywhere, 25c. Don't accept any substitute. For FREE trial package address
Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.

Really Remarkable Are Dress
Goods Pricings

SUMER AND
WINTER
RESORT

In the Health
fill New Mexi-

can Rock es,
near Lai Vega

STAOB LEAVES EVERY flORNINQ AT 8 O'CLOCK EXCEPT
SUNDAYS I
mt ROMERO MERCANTILE

luqulrm

CO.,

Phourn Main

20

e,

bun-Ion-

s.

the Wake of the Measles ,
The little son of Mrs. C. B. Palmer
f Jttle Rock, Ark., had the measles
The result was a severe court which
frrew worse and he could not sleep
She says: "One bottle of Foley'?
Honey and Tar Compound completely
cured him eid he has never beer
bothered since.' Croup,
wboopinp
cough, measles, cough all yield to Fol
ey's Honey and Tar Compound. The
genuine is In the yellow packaee' s'
G
O
ways. Refuse substitutes.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
.

In

--

But when it gets to be all business and no pleasure with a man it's
time for him to change his business.
The uniform Ruccena Hint, hnji lit
tended the use of Chamberlain's Colli
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy has
made it a favorite everywhere. It can
always be depended upon. For sale
by all druggists.
-

r-
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GROSS, HELL

Y S

( Incoporatod)

CO.

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Deafer In

WOOL, HIDES
BAIN WAGONS-RAC- INE

and PELTS
VElKCLES- -le

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M. , Tucumcari
Corona, N. M., Rowe, N. M., Pecos N
'
'
Trinidad, Colorado

M

'

M

M
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KING
AIfa!fa

OF

HAY

CROPS

SINGING

HILLS

CLIFFS CORN

AND

Examples of the Way In Which Nature Create Musical Sounds Are

,s One of Best
Drough
Resistant Plants.

AS

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC MONDAY. JUX
A

DRY FARM

CROP

Produces Abundance of Cheap Feed
and Shades Soil, Preventing Consequent Lots of Fertility.

Numerous.

At the
Junction

parts of the orld are tBy W. R. PORTER. Superintendent of
mountains and hills which are said by North Dakota Demonstration Farm.)
Cro
In all the dry farming areas the
the natives to sing. In the Pyrenees
for Nothing Th.
conservation of the rainfall In the soil,
Julian Grove, burdened with a
recertain
cliffs
sounds
emit
Anyth.no
plaintive
where is becomes available to grow- heavy suitcase and an humbled
on Far
11..
-- v i
sembling the strains of a harp. Two
pride,
fin
"
successdescended the steps of the yellow
h
other cliffs In the same chain are ing crops, is the keystone of
proves th. Soil.
,
ful agricultural operations.
This
is
halfthat formed
of the only
called the "snorers." When the wind
Is in the southwest they send forth a generally done by the cultivation of train on the Llndon Valley road. He
the soil
"
the entire growing sea- sat himself on an unused
klng
baggage
m"S hay peculiar sound not altogether musical son. Ifduring
crops, th. ,.ih'
no crop is produced on the truck to wait until the south-bouno11
The
'mon
faces of these cliffs are marked
Prov
era. th.
Is called summer train should come
this
land,
operation
along.
by deep gullies open In front, which
fallow or summer culture. Over most
preferred the winter sunlight
C?k? Dearer t0 lvln may be compared to the pipes of an of the dry farming area, nearly if andJulian
omethw
the crisp air to the lifeless heat
Dg th8n
organ. At certain times a stratum of not
!e on th? f
fully as good grain crops can be of the big stove and the reek of many
air, held between the cliffs and bor
grown following the cultivated crop as bodies. He was going humbly to conderlng trees, closes the openings while on summer
fallowed land .
fess his faults, and he wanted to keep
the
wind
blows
valvUhile
between
that
rrr,t
freely
through
Uabla
;
When the bare fallow system is j clear headed that
the
they might remain
or
the same
gullies,
organ pipes, behind; used a whole year
elapses without freHh In his mind.
U rlcher ,B
nitrogen hence the music that is heard.
nd
He felt that he needed to be watchAt the confluence of the Orinoco and any returns either on the investment
that 11
lanT.
or for the labor performed. If a cul- ful, for In his heart he believed the
BUpplle8 the er' thines the Rio Meta are granite cliffs which
Sat
tivated crop can be grown with as faults to be few. There was
St an
grave
Crops tak out the Ja.tr sing at sunrise. Humboldt refers to
good
danger that be might forget again
the phenomenon as the musical stoues than crops following It should more
pay Its expense which will con- that be was the offender, and take the
the whoIe atory 18 not of the Orinoco. The music Is caused
.
told
sist In the cost of seed, planting and same attitude of injured dignity that
by the rush of the expanding air
the cultivation would have had caused Lottie
to go hur" Beu g00d Btanl and through fissures partially closed by harvesting,
if th- to be done anyway, so this should not rying back to the Maynard
with the deccity
the alfalfa mica.
wUW
be counted
the cost of produc- laration that when he came to his
the
d are ripe so
Many more examples might be cited tion of a against
crop of corn. Corn is pre- senses she might be ready to talk to
to show that nature makes use of
this crop: First, because him again.
th.P.tnd s. open UP the ion better principles which have been adopted iteminently
an abundance of cheap
produces
There was an accent on the "might"
8U08011erThe one disadvan-- a by man In the creation of musical
tar VI
feed; second, because it shades the that left the matter In doubt, and
sounds.
Nor
alfaIfa ,s
are
the
musical
sounds
5TWlDK
is
t it
soil during the excessively hot days Julian felt that It behooved him to
lut
to Btart: 80
n a of nature confined to rocks, mountains of July and
good Btand is secured
August, thereby prevent- keep vividly In mind what Lottie denand-banand
it ought to be
hills, for in Hawaii Is a
ing loss of soil fertility; and third, a clared to be his offenses.
Lonrt f0rtTeral year8- - K 18 not a fifty feet high which, when the hand
corn field has a cooling rather than
rotation crop like clover. This Is moved about In the loose sand, pro- a
Mentally Julian recited the cateheating influence on the winds that chism of his offenses, punctuating his
" ruiy no great
drawback though, as duces a sound like that of a melodeon. blow across it. This
It Will nrrvliloo .
... . .
with appropriate reIt is said that if the observer beneficial effect on may have a very
more than
crops marks concerning a train that was
any crop that can be slides down the bank on his back when the temperaturesurrounding
Is near the
two hours late. He was sfill occupied
dragging both hands in the sand, the
mark.
with this task when a distant whistle
loud
as
as
sound
becomes
taint thun
On most farms in the dry farming
fhVTis well Brow on
8od soli
sounded, and the waiting passengers
drained: in n u ,m der.
area
enough live stock should be kept hurried, from the station to the platnot do so well, and hard
to pay most of the running expenses form.
pan interfer-There was some grumbling
wun its root growth.
of the farm.
Standing
and pasturage are when It was seen that this was only
death t0 !t W11" 8tart,ns HER WORDS SPOILED IT ALL very short in Hay
such areas and conse- a slow train from the south Instead of
it must be kept In mind that
too dear for cheap live stock the desired south-bounquently
but they
nM bacteria living In nodules Speculation About the Sweet-Face- d
production. Enough corn should be lined up along the platform to watch
on its roots.
Waitress Died Out Entirely When
These germs furnish
grown to supply the work horses with the arrival of the few passengers who
the plant with
She Spoke.
nitrogen which they
roughage during the winter, if not the were making a change. Then they
take from the soil air.
it
They
put
working season, and later to supple- hurried back to the warmth of the
into a form that the
There were tables, also, of course, ment the pastures of the summer
plant can use
.
and waiting room.
and so supply the alfalfa with
for
was
a
restauit
very good
really
fall as a soiling crop or in the form
the nitroOnly one girl remained behind to
gen that it needs and more too. The rant and one that I had consistently of
ensilage and to form the bulk of walk briskly up and down the platalfalfa plant has In a measure lost patronized during my
ca their winter ration. Enough corn form. With a triad cry of surprise
the power of taking nitrogen from the reer, but now that wife and the baby should also be
grown to supply 'the Julian hurried toward her.
soil as the other
crops do, so it can had gone to the country for two weeks sheep and hogs a cheap fattening food
"What are you doing here, Lottie?"
not make much growth alone. It in (sans any tra-latra-loaccompani for finishing them off In the fall.
he asked, as he took her hand In his.
turn furnishes the germs with food ment on my part, be assured) its
The first essential to corn culture
"Where are you going?" she counof a different kind so
seemed to me that I owed it to remin- on the dry farms is live stock, for tered.
jt Is a
nve anair, each furnishing that which iscent bachelor days to again sit at without this there is no way of utiliz ' "I was running down to town to see
it can secure the easiest.
the horseshoe-shape- d
counter during ing the corn crop. On the other you," be explained. "And to think
When the alfalfa Is
grasswid6whood.
hand, if live stock are kept, feed must of finding you here, on your way to
starting it does my temporary
A sweet-facewoman of about 45 be had; the corn crop can be con- Llndon."
not. nave the germs on its roots and
sc is very delicate and must be
I found- myself verted into beef, pork, mutton, wool.
"I was not going to Llndon," degiven took my order and
good care. The best way to do that busy speculating upon the strange vi- butter and eggs commodities that clared the girl. "I was going on, but
is to get some soil from a field that cissitudes of fate that might reduce can always be converted Into cash or somehow I stepped off the train
has been growing alfalfa successfully a woman of her age and obvious re- Its equivalent. The
of through habit, and the train went on
for a few years and sow it on the new finement to such a sphere of action live stock (manure) should go back without me."
"I was hoping that you wer 00monto the land to replenish the dimin-field at the rate of 200 pounds per in her declining years.
said tenderly,
he
to
back
me,"
ing
fsrtllisnrrn
Had she loved, married and burled ishing supply of humus and
so essential to large but Lottie tossed her head.
The best way to prepare the soil the one sweetheart of her youth, or ing elements
"I told you that when you were
"letter
yields.
the
for
was
still
she
longing
is to manure for a crop of corn clean
to admit that yon were at fault,
ready
corn
to
culture
exessential
The
second
wistful
The
never
came?"
cultivate the corn then sow the al- thai
that
you
might write, and that then
to
a
inwill
conviction
is
that
it
pay
brown
of
her soft
eyes
falfa on the disked corn stubble, put pression
I would come. You don't supperhaps
corn
on
the
stock
live
crop pro
grow
clined me to the latter belief.
pose that I would change my mind, do
ting it Kgnt to ten pounas per acre
However, I had finished my mod- duced and a determination to grow
and w't the drill so as to get the
of you?"
corn
as
chief
in
feed
their
spite
or
more
less
was
and
est
lunch
waiting
seed burled one to two inches do not
"No such luck," he admitted disadverse circumstances. In order to be
sow any nurse crop with it. A bare patiently for my check. When I final- successful In
"That was why I was coming
mally.
corn
on
a
to
growing
dry
fallow that has been kept free from ly caught her eye she moved over In farm the selection of the proper va to you."
weeds will also be a good prepara the counter, and, after feeling first of riety is essential. In western North . "To apologize?" she demanded, and
one and then in the other pocket
Julian nodded his head.
tion, as will also potato ground. But
her immaculately white apron and Dakota and eastern Montana, Squaw,
A gleam of triumph flashed into
be
manured.
should
in any case it,
Tri
and
Gehu,
Mercer,
King
Phillip
of the ample
Lottie's
eyes, but she was not to be
When the alfalfa is up eight to ten slapping various portions
will
the
best
probably prove
visible result, mur umph
won
so
easily. She had very proinches it should be cut back. This will anatomy without
flint varieties, while Golden Dent and
nounced Ideas on the proper way of
not hurt the alfalfa: In fact will do it mured, quite audibly:
will
Dent
Northwestern
probably
"Where the dickens did I put them
the man she purposed to
good but will be hard on the weeds
prove the best dent varieties. Good handlingand now that he was
Record-Herald- .
penitent,
The amount of seed corn sown should checks?" Chicago
seed is very important It should al marry,
she was In no hurry to make the
vary with the rainfall; under irrigaways germinate strong 95 per cent sweet surrender that
Julian sought.
or better.
tion, or where the rainfall Is abundant,
Literary Town Names.
"I suppose you are saying that just
more seed than specified above should
Is
If the Commonwealth capital
because you want to make up," she
"be sown. It has been found by ex- named Shakespeare it will not be the
"I don't know
GOOD FORAGE CROPS declared Judicially.
RAISING
were
the
where
plants
in the world, Onperiments that
Shakespeare
should
count"
only
it
that
nine inches apart three cuttings were tario contributing one already. Bacon,
"You said that when I would admit
secured in 1910 and the yield was near on the other hand, figures twice In Director Voorhees, Director of In- New that I was In the wrong you would be
Station,
Jersey
Says
They
2
the
where
while
plants United States town nomenclature,
tons,
ly
my friend again," reminded Julian.
clude Alfalfa and Corn.
were only two inches apart only one though one cannot be sure without
"But what's the use of admitting
cutting of about half a ton was se local knowledge whether It was the
that
you are wrong, when you don't
Dr.
E.
of
B.
director
the
Voorhees,
nut. the roots it
.,,r
man who didn't write "Hamlet" who New
mean it?"- argued Lottie. "You'll Bay
station,
speakexperiment
Jersey
were
was found that where the plants
is meant. There is often that diffl
things again the first time
recently on forage crops, includ- the same want
far apart the roots went down seven culty In looking through town names ing alfala,
to be nasty."
that
you
some
the
mis
of
to
referred
to eight feet while in the case of the apparently reminiscent if literature ing
believe it" advised
Don't
you
in
farmers
made
takes
by
buying
the in these new lands.
Julian with convincing emphasis. "If
plants that were close together
not
some
is
In
kinds
there
feed.
only
roots did not go down more than ' America is full of Mlltons and By- the lack of the desirable but there Is you would only know how utterly
three feet.
rons. but do they all commemorate the presence of injurious elements. miserable I have been since you went
the poets? One feels less doubt The economy of home-grow-n
foods back to town! That was why I deabout the dozen Burnses, the two was taken up and comparison made cided to come, Instead of writing."
Land for Apples.
"And almost missed me," supplied
The best land for apples In this Tennysons and the Shelley and Keats between them and some of the feeds
section is such as has been cultivated Dickens scores three, Thackeray one, purchased. The conclusions of the Lottie. "I think, Julian, that I'll make
my visit, and In the meantime think
and plowed regularly for two years Carlyle six, Ruskln two, Racine eight. whole matters were:
one
Goethe
two,
Balzac
a
three,
receive
Hugo
dressing
First That in the growth of forage about coming to Llndon on the way
at least. It should
of about 12 tons stable manure every and Schiller one, but we look in vain crops the farmer gets feed two or back."
On the other three times
Julian's face darkened. "I wish
three years. Unslacked lime should for Spenser or Dante.Plato
cheaper and of better
and Cicero
make up now," he pleaded. "The
you'd
conin
the
best
than
also be applied every four years at hand. Homer, Virgil,
buying
quality
we met each other here at
Chronicle.
fact
that
London
abound.
the
to
30
bushels
centrated feeds.
the rate of about
Second That the growth of forage the Junction proves that It was meant
acre, says a writer in the Baltimore
we should be friends
American. About 600 pounds to the
crops builds up the soil instead of de- by fate that
This Princess an Artist.
again."
it.
acre of a commercial fertilizer, 3 per
Some charming water colors painted pleting
For a moment the girl hesitated.
Third That the crops to raise are
cent, nitrogen, 10 per cent, phos- by the Duke of Connaught's daughter,
She had meant to keep Julian on the
also
are
corn
and
oats,
alfalfa,
peas.
phorus and 7 per cent, potash,
are
being greatly
Princess Patricia,
In connection with this it was anxious seat for a few weeks, but now
advisable. My orchard has done best admired at the Royal Amateur Art soconwhen intercropped with some such ciety's exhibition. The princess Is one shown that it is possible to produce that he was coming, penitent andwould
felt
it
she
that
perhaps
clover
common
quered,
or
of
a
as
continuous
crimson
green food
supply
legume
of the most talented artists In the
be well to surrender before he should
or cowpeas sown about midsummer.
In fact, she Is an all- throughout the season, and that 3
family.
royal
again change his mind. The patent
cows can be kept to the acre.
During the early part of the Beason it round clever girl a good linguist
leather tip of her shoe dug Into the
is kept cultivated. Apples throughout fine musician and a noted sportswomsnow.
on
After
the
Borer.
Peach
section
best
do
this
Getting
an being equally proficient In tennis,
"It does seem a little like the workclav loam. So started they attain a
The peach borers are at work. They
and horserlding. Her
golf
hockey,
of fate," she admitted. "Here I go
on
ing
lighter
acbetter color and size than
are
white
was
not
beneath
the
brush
grubs tunneling
facility with the
out of town to visit in Peltonvllle and
soils.
trees
at the surface of you are on your way to town to see
quired without a regular, arduous bark of peach
course of study, and she worked Inces the ground. Although they have done me. You are waiting at the Junction
From
Garden Profit
Poultry.
most of their work already, yet this for a train that Is late and I am left
santly for a number of years at
Nearly everyone who has a vegeta- private art school In London. Flowers Is the best time to get them. They behind by my train."
ble garden is afraid to allow his poul--tr- are her favorite subjects, and a few are nearly full grown, or may even
"Then accept the omen and say that
to roam at will because the crops years ago she exhibited at the New be found in the cocoon. They may be
will make up," he urged. "We
you
in
true
located In the tree by the presence of
pi
might suffer. This is certainly
Gallery a particularly cnarmmg hello-tropcan go back to town and pick out the
are
the
and
in
sunken
bark
at
plants
and
the
when
spots
of
Btocks,
gum
marigolds
ture
early spring
and then we'll come back to Llnmail. But there comes a time when
As presents to her friends she the crown. They begin to hatch from ring
tell the folks."
don
and
without
often gives little flower painungs irom the cocoon about June 16. From that
poultry can be turned loose
tense moment Lottie
another
For
aertous damae and with much profit her own brush.
time they will be beyond control until
hesitated, then she nodded and Julian
another spring.
This is when the plants are large
gave a shout of Joy.
enough not to be Injured.
"There's the whistle of our train,"
Spring Repartee.
Young Trees.
he cried. "I'll hurry In and get you a
about setting
are
daffodllatory
"You
In setting young trees don't fall to ticket back to town."
Topdressina Asparagus.
,t voiir flowers this year," remarked set them
at an angle of 80 degrees to
AsDaragus will smile if given a lib
"I'm glad that he didn't know that
manure the first humorist
of the prevailing winds. I was on
direction
the
eral topdresslng of
my way to give in," said
until the weather
wait
"I
always
and bone meal as soon as snow Begins settled," responded the second humor-to- t They may look unsightly for a year or Lottie half aloud. "It will be hard
but on the home stretch there is
to disappear, or, if the bed is on toa
enough, anyway, to manage him with"That Is my Invariable crocus-- two,
where your success is In anything
out letting him know that."
slope, Just when the frost begins
tom."
they will be straight
disappear.
i
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POPE WILL NOT LEAVE ROME

In certain

5.'

19. 1911

Paris Paper Says It Is Folly to
lieve His Holina Will Move to
Lourdes.

Apropos of the celebrations attending the fiftieth anniversary of Italian
Independence there is again. It is said,
some talk that Pope Plus X. may leave
Rome and Install himself at Lourdes,
the most pronouncedly Catholic community, perhaps, in France.
Commenting on this, Le Crl de Paris
says that It Is folly to believe that his
holiness has evec seriously entertained
the project of quitting the Eternal
City, and still less that of establishing himself upon the territory of the
French republic "The only time,"
says Le Crl, "that the papacy thought
to come to French soil as In the days
of the popes at Avignon was Immediately following the occupation of
Rome by the Italians. After the election
of October 2, 1870, which assured the
union of Rome with united Italy, Plus
DC thought he could no longer remain
In his ancient capital. Vincent!, then
the physician of the papal hospital,
suggested to the pope that he Install
himself in Corsica, a country of the
Italian tongue, and well placed to permit his holiness to observe the Catholic agitation In the peninsula. This
project pleased the pope greatly and
he entered into negotiations with the
French government. Monsieur Thiers
declared himself favorable to the
project, but Cardinal. Antonelll opposed it and had sufficient influence
with Plus DL to have him resolve to
'remain a prisoner In the Vatican.'
After this Bismarck offered Pius IX.
an asylum at Cologne, and still later
the pope's household formed the project of Installing him In the Azores."
WHEN JOHNSON HELPED FRYE
New Maine Senator Was Hotel Clerk
and Found Quarters for the

Statesman.
When

Senator Charlie Johnson
took the arm of his
feeble Republican
the
colleague
other
and
day In the senate
marched up to the clerk's desk
there was In his mind the thought of
another meeting between th,em years
ago. The new Democratic senator told
about It afterward when seated In bis
large office across the way from the
Capitol.
In his ealler days Just as he was
getting through college Johnson taught
school. He was home from a term of
teaching and over at Waterville met
Jim Withee of the old Klmwood hotel.
"Want a Job, Charlie T" aald Jtm.
1 certainly do,' .waa the reply.
"Well, I need a night clerk at the
Come over and try it,"
Elmwood.
which the future senator did. He had
been on the Job but a few days when
the late evening train brought a crowd
of guests. Some pushed to the front
and got the best available rooms, and,
when William P. Frye signed his name
there were no good quarters left.
"Awfully sorry, senator," said Night
Clerk Charlie Johnson. "We have no
rooms such as you ought to have.
There's a suite, however, which we
keep reserved for the proprietor of
the woolen mills. I believe I'll take
a chance oh putting you in there."
And so it came about that the future Democratlo senator from Maine
gave his future Republican colleague
the best quarters In the house. Boston Herald.
of

A Lack of

Be-

Maine

Magpie a Thieves' Accomplice.
Six thieves and a magpie have been
run in by the Paris police. The bird,

true to its instinct, was an active member of the gang. It did not purloin on

Its own account but its help was invaluable. The six thieves, all under
sixteen, chose a sufficiently simple-minde- d
tradesman, and entered his
shop. The bird was perched on the
wrist of one of the boys, and did
tricks, bowed, danced, and chattered.
was
The ingenuous
shopkeeper
amused. Suddenly the magpie flew up
and perched near the ceiling, out of
reach. The boys and the shopkeeper
started hunting for the bird not all
the boysl however, for one of them
stopped behind, near the till, and empA whistle called the bird
tied it.
down, and bird and boys were off with
their booty. The game seems to have
succeeded upon only one trusting
tradesman before the gang, including
the magpie was captured.
Thackeray's Talented Daughter.
The centenary of the birth of William Makepiece Thackeray, the great
novelist, will occur on July 18. Even
if there should be no formal observance of the event many will pause a
moment on that day and do honor to
the memory of the author of "Penden-nls.- "
If there should be any public
observance In England of the centenary It is probable that Lady Ritchie
would take a considerable part
Lady Ritchie Anne Isabella Thackeray the great novelist's daughter,
has made a name for herself by her
own abilities. She married her cousin,
Mr. Richmond Thackeray Ritchie, In
1877, and is now known as Lady
Ritchie.
In a great measure she Inherited
her talents from her father. She has
done considerable writing, "The Village on the Cliff" arid "Old Kensington" being considered by many as her
best works.

Temperament
BY

M.

J. PHILLIPS

(Covrrisat. tail, by Auodatad LiMcary Praaa.)

"Faith, Langs troth, we were lucky
to get that girl," nodded Junius Brutus Fitimaurlce, stroking his long.
smooth-shaveface.
They were standing in the wings of
the Buttevllle opera house, the man
ager of the Singing Princess company, who also did "heavy," and Billy
Langstroth, the comedian. There was
a rehearsal on. The opera house, of
course, was cold. Both men wore the
hallmark of regularity and prosperity
among "troupers" long overcoats
with fur collars.
Despite his round, cherubic faoe
and the upward quirk at the corners
of his comical mouth, Billy Langstroth was, like most comedians, an
Now he thrust
Incorrigible pessimist.
a pudgy thumb into each pocket of
his fancy waistcoat and replied
gloomily: "I don't think so, Junle."
"And why?" rumbled Fltzmaurlce,
in his deepest chest tones. "Look at
her now, facing the footlights like a
Bernhardt.
She makes up well;
doesn't know what stage fright is.
And I' faith I never saw a quicker
sjudy. The part needs no acting. But
she can sing, Langstroth, Listen to
n

that!"

Trlxie MacQowan made a pretty
picture on the stage of the dim, cold
theater. She spoke her lines clearly
and correctly, without tremor and
without boldness quite in keeping
with the character of the girlish
The orchestra struck up
princess.
the preliminary bars and she launched
ilnjj the "Welcome Sonf ."
TrlxTe MaoGowan did not hare a
great voice, but she did hare a good
one. It was clear and full and flexible. Langstroth listened with grudging admiration until she had finished,
then he trotted out to yammer
through his "business" with the Juvenile and trotted back out of the way
of the chorus. He took up the conversation with the manager Just
where he had left off.
"What you say is true, Junle," he
agreed, "but she's an amateur."
Fatal words on the stage I But they
did not disconcert Fltzmaurlce. He
pinched his gaunt upper Hp reflectively between thumb and forefinger, and
nodded alowlv. "True, Langatroth,
But an
an amateur, yea.
couain of
Sh. la
tradition- -.
Jennie McHenry, you know."
"Being Jennie's cousin don't make
her one of us, Junle," returned the
"She hasn't
comedian, stubbornly.

the artistic temperament"
"Tush, tush, William!" Fltzmaurlce
dropped to his chest tones again.

?With such a voice, and the stage
sense she has displayed, and Jennie
McHenry her cousin! Tush, tush!"
"Well, look at her now! You never
saw that smile on the face of one of
our people. You'd think she'd Just
She
wandered in from out front
knows the company's mad and Jealous
because you went outside for a
princess when Madeline Macauley
was taken sick. The women, from
the last chorus girl up to Toinetta,
gave her a dab with their claws every
chance they get
"She doesn't dab back, Junle. It's
part of the show to her. She's one of
the audience still. They can't make
her angry, because she feels she's
above them. She's not one of us.
She's an outsider."
'T faith, William, you're the wet
Fltzmaurlce smiled,
blanket!"
"You are but giving a sop
to fate. You feel we were too lucky
In getting such a girl."
"She won't finish the season with
us," persisted Langstroth. "She hasn't
the temperament, I tell you."
"And that newspaper chap from
her home town will be along some
day to carry her off. He made me
give him our route. She writes to
him every day."
"Tush, William," smiled the manager again.
"Bet you five dollars a week on my
salary she leaves before the season
Is over!" challenged the comedian.
"You pay me five more from now on
If she goes; you cut me five if she
stays."
"Done!", boomed Fltzmaurlce.
Trlxie MacGowan went on her serene way with "The Singing Princess." That she should Jump from
private life to the lead In a good
econd-clas- s
road company was not
a matter of marveling, though she
knew many chorus girls and minor
actresses had slaved for years without attaining such eminence. That
was as it should be; they oouldn't all
be Trlxie MacGowan. They had sot
been the prettiest girls in their home
towns; they did not have a good
soprano voice..
Leading roles in amateur theatricals had come to Trlxie as a matter
of course ever since she was In pinafores. So a regular lead on the real
Stage was nothing to cause comment
or undue excitement
She regarded actors as queer and
amusing people. In her mind the
Singing Princess company was always "they" never "we." The men
were egotistical poseurs, most diverting when they tried to make love to
her; the women loudly dressed cats
whose jealousy was childishly Impo-

0 large a part of the lives aali
thoughts of the other girls, were to
her merely ridiculous Incident.
The most important thing In this
wandering life was the dally letter
from Jerry Valentine, back in dear
old Arcadia.
Jerry! vague, mysterious hint that
he might drop In on her some nighty
was frequently reiterated and proved
really exciting. Jerry had been
good friend a very good friend
back home.
They had been a month on the
road and were looping hack toward
the east when Jerry came. It was a
tnfkL starlit night in spring. Trlxle's
blood was stirring expectantly when
he strolled to the theater.
She knew the cause of that delight
ful unrest when the curtain went up,
Jerry was In the right hand lower

(

tox.

Trlxie never did better than she
did that night in Mellonsburg. They .,
There
all admitted It afterward.
ynm a soft, suppressed fire in her
acting and singing which brought the
audience forward in their seats and
caused that little, breathless hush, so
dear to the heart of the actor, between her closing notes and the
thunderous volleys of applause.
There was the usual crowd of
"Johnnies" about the stage door when
it was all over. Jerry was among:
them, standing modestly back near
the arc that lighted the brick-pave- d
court. His eyes quickened at sight
of her.
A man stepped out of the smirking;
throng. He was In evening dress.
The oTher mashers shrank back.
He took Trlxie by the arm. "Oh,
you kid!" he said, with thick geniality. "Come on fr a time with yer
Uncle Dud. Muh car's out here."
Anger and dislike were mirrored in
her face as she twisted out of his
"grasp. "Let me alone!" she said,
J)i
trembling.
The masterful masher
regarded
her a moment in ugly silence. Then
he said, deliberately, with an oath:
"Say, kid, yuh can't put anything1
over on me! Cut it out, an' come
along. Why, you ain't nothln' but an
'

actress!"
"Jerry!" she called, faintly.
Jerry!"
Jerry was already there.

"Oh,

He
whirled the big young man around
with his left hand. The nails of his,
right hand were cutting Into the
palm.
"An actorlne friend, eh?" sneered
the big man. Jerry, swinging viciousthe mouth.
ly, struck him In munterA
out ot
A policeman
the
fight was over, and
.badow when
laid a friendly hand on Jerry's shoulder.
"Better beat it, sport," he murmured. "That guy," he nodded to
where the masher,
slumped against the wall, "la the
brother of the chief of police. You
ought f have a vote of thanks for
trimmin' him, but they'll aoak you if
you don't make a getaway."
"Our train leaves for Plercevllle in
half an hour," volunteered Fltzmaurlce, who had been, like his company, a witness of the battle. "Take
Miss Trixle, young sir, and hurry to
the station. Well look after her
baggage."
"We're not going to Pierceville,'
panted Jerry. "No more such stunts
as this. We're going back to ArCome on,
cadia to get married.
dearie!" He drew the girl's hand
through his arm and turned away.
"'Oh, Jerry!" they heard her say, in
heartbroken accents, a world of
shame in her voice, "did you hear
him? He said I was nothing but
but an actress!"
Billy Langstroth looked significant
ly at the manager. "I told you she
didn't have the temperament, Junie!"
he crowed.
'

MEMORY

TURNED TO BOYHOOD

During a Recent Illness Senator Scott
Thinks of Trick He Played on
an Old Gander.

Senator Nathan B. Scott had his
memory turned back to childhood days
during a recent illness. Consulting an
eminent specialist, he was furnished
with a bullet tied to a string. He waa
told to swallow the bullet and tie the
other end of the string to the buttonhole of his nightshirt, and not remove
either until next morning.
"That was the worst night I ever
had," said the senator, in telling the
story. "Every time I moved that
string would Jerk and pull and kept me
awake most of the night. It brought
to my mind something that happened
when I was a small boy and I had not
thought of for.Bixty years. I tied a
string to a kernel of corn and tied a
piece of paper on the other end of the
string. Then I left It where an old
gander could get It, and he swallowed
the corn. As soon as it was down the
piece of paper began to get close to
him and he began to veer away from
It. As he tried to get away the paper
followed him, and the gander began
to shy and run, only to be chased by
the piece of paper.
"It was fun for a small boy, and I
enjoyed It; but when I had that bullet
in my stomach and the string in my
mouth It was altogether different. I
knew then just how that old gander
felt, and I thought about him all night
long." The Sunday Magazine.

System.
"Polter's whole life appears to be
governed by system."
A Surplus of Patience.
"I should think that would be a
' "Isn't Pikes a patient fellow, tent
"Trouping" was a lark, like camp- good way."
though?"
summer. She made light
"But it has grown so strong that
He'll spend half the ing out in
, "Yes, indeed.
the indifferent It masters him. He always takes a
of
the
beds,
poor
to
you
morning explaining something
meals and the early trains, as she seat In a street car now. If possible,
which you haven't the slightest desire oad made light of
camp discomforts. behind a person who Is reading a.
to know."
Stage door "Johnnies," who formed newspaper."
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appeal srongly to the American
people., ,
Aftel the clearing of the wreck and
the examination of the hull, the shattered remains of the old battleship
must be removed from the harbor tf
Tor let. Scuroslty-seekerHavana.
prey upon fc or.to preserve It for exhibition would be,, an act of .desecration. With the explosion o(; the
Maine perished 259 of the crew. When
it sank, they went to their death, with
It. What may be saved of it should
never be profaned for the gratification of gaping crowds of idle sightseers.
The Maine Is sacred to the memory
of the men who died when it went
down. What more fitting end for the
ship once burled with her dead than
i.gain to take her to sea and, in the
of Holmes, "Give her to Ihe
pod of storms?"

FOR GOVER-

BY MAIL

One Year
..$6.00
Six Months
S.OO
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK

E. W. Stephens ,of Columbia, Missouri, who for many years was the
editor of the Columbia Herald, Is a
candidate for governor, on the democratic ticket, and Arthur Capper, of
Topeka, Kansas, for years the publisher of the Topeka Capital, and numer
ous' other publications, is announced
as a candidate for governor of Kan-sason the republican ticket.
Thus two sister states have as their
leading candidates for the. highest offices, a successful newspaper publisher. Both of these men have made a
conspicuous financial success of their
business. Both are men of character,
and each stands high with hl3 newspaper friends and with the members
of his party, the one a democrat In a
normally democratic state, while the
other is a republican In a radically republican state.
Missouri and Kansas would do well
to nominate and elect these men on
tielr merits. Both would do credit to.
and honor the governor's chair, and
could be depended upon to run the affairs of state, as they have their business on a clean high moral, business
basis. After all, the chief executive
of any state needs business qualifica
tions, Just as these possess.

s
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THE TAFT CAMPAIGN

subterfuge in .this respect, for the mas
whom the people want is pretty apt to
be nominated by the representatives
who depend for popularity, cpon the
favor of the people.
Therefore President Taft is only
giving acknowledgment of the fxfent
or vnangea conaiuons ana acting in
harmony? with the eoirit of those
changes, f He" takes the high ground
mat me people are enuuea to snow
the facts of administration and that
only through such knewledge can
they make an intelligent decision.
fthey decide adversely to him. that
is their right, but he wants them to
have the information that will enable
hem to decide intelligently. He can
safely rust the decision where the
power ultimately and legitimately
rests for the consequences of both
wise and unwise choioe fall upon th9
people rather than upon the incidental individuals who may be the violins or the beneficiaries" of such
choice.
T

19, 191 r
t
"How did that
decision
affect yoor friend, the mondpoly
'
,
, . i
"The news of it arrived Just in
time to be of great benefit to ,blm.
He was suffering from hiccoughs and
needed " a little scare," Washington
Star.
1,1 M
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Poler Kidney fills take hold of your
system and help you to rid yourself of
your dragging backache, dull headache, nervousness, Impaired eyesight,
and of all the ills resulting from the
Impaired action of your kidneys and
bladder. Remember it is Foley KidO. O. Set saney Pills that do this.
fer ar-- Red Cross Drug Co.
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PUBLICATION
Mexico,
New
of
FOR

NOTICE

Territory
J
County of: San Miguel;
'
In the District Court
Joe Ilollia, Plaintiff,
. No. 7209
va
Fred Hern, Defendant,
The Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad Company, Garnishee, Defendant.
Fred
The said defendant,
Hern, is hereby notified that a suit
has (been commenced against him by
Joe Hollis, plaintiff in the District
Court of San Miguel county. Territory
cf New Mexico, being cause No. 7203
on the docket of said court, wherein
:

to-wi-t,

the said plaintiff. Joe Hollls, seeks
to recover the sura or tiny uau.uuj
Dollars due the said pf4ft4fl $f P5
said defendant for and on account of
room, lodging and board furnished the
said defendant by the said plaintiff.
That unless you enter, or cause to
be entered, your appearance in said
day of
cause on or before the
A- - D. 1911, Judgment by d
August,
fault will be entered therein against
14-t-

w

you.

W. J. Lucas,
plaintiff's attorney Is
is East Las
floe
address
of
post
Vetas, New Mexico.
'
JOHN JOERNS,
(Seal)
Clerk.
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In deciding to go before the peo
GROWER
ple and render a straightforward
.'
One Tear
$2.00
accounting of his stewardship, Presi6ix Months
1.00
dent Taft is making the most ef- fecltve "campaign" for renomlnation
"I once got a man to take out a
(Cash in Advance for Mail
that could be devised not a cam 5,000 frank life policy, and he met
Subscriptions.)
Remit by draft, check or money
paign In the sense of an active "bid" with a fatal accident within a week."
for the support of the people, but
order. If sent otherwise we will not
"You must have wished your peroe responsible for loss.
in the sense that such a tour will suasions had been less successful."
Specimen copies free on application.
take cognizance of the intimate re
"Oh, I don't know. Yon see, I marlations that really exist between the ried the widow!" London Opinion.
ALL PAPKKS DISCONTINUED
AT
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
president of the United States and
PAID FOR.
the people of the United States.
"A safe and sane Fourth of July
There is no sacrifice of presidential saves a 'ot of children from
are guaranteed
Advertisers
the
getting
THE
CHANGING
dignity in such a tour. On the other their fingers scorched."
largest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in Northeastern
more
much
will
be
hand, it
dignifed
'Yes," replied Miss Cayenne. "And
New Mexico.
than the traditional spirit of aloof- it also saves a lot of fathers from
Of the fifteen amendments' tjhat ness which
hedges the presidency
MONDAY, JUNE 19, 1911.
have been added to the constitution about wth a fictitious, "divinity" getting their whiskers burned."
Washington Star.
since it was adopted 123 years ago, that is rot in hormony with the
spirit
"JACK" JOHNSON AT THE ten were proclaimed in the first two of republican institutions.
"Now, about the oratorio. Shall we
years of the life of the new governCORONATION
While loud demands are heard on put Handel's
picture on the program,
ment. The eleventh was declared in
eveiry side for the election of officers or the nictnre of tfhn taadins- Iso- 1798
1904.
in
force
and
In
twelfth.
the
conmost
Next to royalty itself ,the
by direct vote of the people it may ho prano?"
spicuous personage at the coronation No further modifications were made well to note that the direct vete Is
"I vote for the soprano. She hag
celebration, from all accounts, is a in the original instrument until after already to all Intents and purposes twenty or thirty relatives who'll buy
Civil
war, which brought the last as effecively established in the elec- tickets to
rlain American citizen, "Jack" John the
the show." Louisville Cour
three amendments. The last of those tive system as though the constitu
son.
all
with
their
jewels,
Begums
was adopted forty-on- e
years ago. Since tion had been amended to require it.
princes, potentates, Money Trust mag' that time, while many
proposals for There is no urgent necessity for tink"The friend you treated to supper
nates and other celebrities attract but the
change of the constitution have ering with the constitution, although the other
night has a very pensive exa casual notice by comparison with been made, none has been incorporat- it was framed under conditions
very pression, hasn't he?"
the American pugilist, the public de ed into the organic law.
different from those existing today.
"Yes, but after you've ordered the
nionstrations over whom congest the Two years ago, however, the income When it was provided that federal
brand of champagne he prefers, you
streets of London, interrupt traffic tax amendment was submitted,, and It officials of the highest degree in the find the
expression Is expensive."
and cause cautious policemen to bun- is expected that the proposal for the executive and legislative departments Baltimore American.
dle him oft for safety.
popular election of senators will short- - of the government should be elected
Have any of our mere writers of ly come before the 6tates. If both after the manner prescribed by the
"You lazy,
thing,"
books or steel kings or recipients of these should be adopted as seems constitution, one state was separated said the citizen to the tramp. "Why
Oxford honors had a public reception likely the tradition ot the Impossi from its near neighbor by a far great- don't you go to work?"
bility of modifying the constitution er distance, from the standpoint of
like that? The black champion's pres- will
"Work," said the tramp. "Do you
have been shattered.
tarnsportation and communication fa- imagine that walking from New Orence at the coronation serves a pecu
California
Such a result would be exceedingly cilities, than are
and leans to New York twice a
year is
liar usefulness by Introducing to a wholesome. Written
constitutions are Maine at the present time. Even men pleasure?" Detroit Free Press.
duchwith.
American
surfeited
rtiblic
bound to become outgrown in parts. It who might be regarded as competent
esses, American collectors of old mas-tor- s would be a serious conditionlf the for the presidency, vice presidency
''Must you be well dressed if you
y
and
promoters an nation should be forced to belieevthai and senatorship were not known so get into
Chicago society " said one
American citizen of a less familiar it was bound by a constitution which intimately to the people as they are New York woman.
smash- in these days of universal communitype. Johnson to the British Is a cel- could not be altered except-b"I don't know about? that," replied
cation and knowledge of affairs. To- the
ebrity of a new order. Certainly a ing it.
"but the meat you put on
...
o
'r ' day the name of every man even the other,
d
prize-fightmarket must be." Washington
making a
tour of Europe on the proceeds of the A SEA BURIAL FOR THEM mentioned" for the presidency is Star.
heard in every household throughout
ring and traveling luxuriously in a
the country and this proprietorship
"Are you busy these days?" asked
motor car is an object of pardonable
In expressing approval of the plan of acquaintance has resulted in put- the
doctor.
curiosity to a nation not yet acqualn-e- d for a sea burial for the Maine, Sec ting into practical effect the system
exclaimed the undertaker.
"Busy!"
with all the mysteries of American retary of the Navy Meyer iSj fortified of direct vote by the people. The
"I'm simply rushed to death." Philareasons
civilization.
should
of
sentiment
that
by
constitution is hardly more than a delphia Record. ' .'

ABSORBLETS

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS

-

Because the adVertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

"

statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
, good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection' to
name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, be- -'
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

-

the-tra-

It

Always Pays

to Buy

a

de

Advertised Goods

stock-compan-

black-skinne-

er

'

Try a pair of our

65c Lacnes Silk Lisle

Women's Lisle

Ribbed

Thread, Absolutely
Guaranteed Hose No.
E960, per pair

Hand

48c

Silks Bought for This Special Sale
Are All New

regular 50c and 75c

39c
values, per yard
19 inch Foulard, a special number, regular 65c value, per yard
49c
27 inch Pongee, natural color, regular
75c value, perpard
59c
27 inch Foulard, any shade in stock, regular $1.25 value, per yard
89c

"T!
:

To examine these values means to buy.
They are well worth an examination.
i

ft

:f-

'

BACHARAGH'S

48c

.

In Regards to Summer Footwear (or Boys and Girls
The sensible kind

the only comfortable
kind of footwear in which children can enjoy
a summer vacation to its fullest extent are
the low cut, ankle strap ties, the barefoot
sandals,' and the neat, smart pumps and
oxfords which will be more generally worn
DCGasi-"- '.
on dress-uWe are ready to
correct
footwear
from the smallest
supply
toddler through the various stages of girleood
and boyhood.
p

Victor Talking Machines and Records
Sold on
Easy Payments

i

M

Crochetea,
sizes 5, 6, 7 and 8

JUNE 19th to 25th

27 inch Fancy Silks,

1

AT

WEEK

Unusual Offerings in Silks

Would Convert Million Dollar Montezuma Hotel Into Sanitarium

V-- '

THIS

Undervests,

...

'

3

I

,

White Duck Skirts
Good, Washable Skirls in
all sizes, newest styles, also

come in colors.

.

The best of records handled and
;

BIRDSEYE

VIEWOf

AMOUS

MONTEZUMA

HOTEL

t

Having in view the probable leasing
of the property for use as & sanitarium, R. J. Free, a prominent resident of Toledo, O., yesterday visited
the Montezuma hotel at the mouth of
the Galllnas canyon. Mr. Free went
oevr the building and grounds, from
one end to the other. He pronounced
them Ideal for bis purpose and will
make, an effort to negotiate a lease. '
Mr. Free today told a representative
cf The Optio that Las Vegas' climate
appeals to him as Ideal for those suf

fering from tuberculosis and that, in
case he is unable to seeure the "Montezuma hotel property, he will endeavor to secure a suitable l&catiojv fcear
this city for the establishment of a
sanitarium.'. He has visited California
and Arizona but has found the New
.Mexico climate much better adapted
to his, purpose.
xr& ot-'
Mr. Free says Toledo physicians
have perfected a remedy for tuberculosis which is little short of marvelous. This treatment is to be used in
,

the sanitarium wherever it may be
established. Mr. Free says the treatment completely cured a patient in an
advanced state, but four weeks' being
required in completely eradicating the
disease. This was accomplished in
are
Ohio where climatic conditions
not of the best for tubercular patients.
Until the Presbyterian synod of New
Mexico reports to the Santa Fe railway as to whether or not It will, be
able to finance the college which, it is
endeavoring to establish in the Mon- -

tezuma property. Mr. Free says he
will be unable to make terms for a
lease. According to the information
given him the Presbyterians must give
the Santa Fe railway, which owns the
building, a definite answer by July 1.
Mr. Free has ample money for fin
ancing the sanitarium project. This
afternoon he went to Romerovllle and
will examine the Romerovllle ranch
ar. a possible site. He expects to re
tnri te Ohio soon, but will make another frislt tQ New( Mexico.
,TV
.
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we are always pleased to play
them for interested parties?

1-- 3

Off

The End of the Transactionis Your Satisfaction
THE
515-51- 7

Railroad

store
TO

Avenue

2

E. Las Vegas,

of Quality
MLk

ZJ

n.m:

:

.

Hotel

(

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

The

Prescriptionist

WILL INSURGENTS OLDEST ENGINEER

PERSONALS
F. C. Apodaea of Trinidad was
a
visitor In Las Vegas
yesterday.
Dr. J. ii
returned

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.

MONDAY, JUNE 19, 1911

AND CONDUCTOR

BOLT THE TAFT

EMPLOYES TOLD
HO

TO PREVENT

Cunningham
last
TO
evening from a trip to Springer.'
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. McGratn left
yesterday for a visit to Kansas City.
EAST SPECULATES ON REPUBLI- UNIQUE PLAN BY SANTA FE TO ROUSING
FE
8ANTA
SAFETY
Judge and Mrs. Jesse E. Northcutt
CAN UNITY IN THE 1912
Our responsibility is never
HABIT
RALLY
HELD
HERE
OX Trinidad
SHOW THIRTY YEARS' PROwere visitors in Las
s
lost sight of for a moment .,
CAMPAIGN
SATURDAY NIGHT
GRESS OF RAILROADING
today.
in prescription filling. Every a
J. G. Taylor and Walter Greenwood
prescription leaving our
of Wagon Mound were
Washington, June 19. Ever since
J. D. M. Hamilton, claims attorney
The proposed demonstration train
Sunday visitors
store is faultless from any
-- 14..
'
lr
the White House gave out the story to be run
for the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
the
by
Atchison,
Topeka
standpoint that you may
J. P. Van Houten, the prominent that Theodore Roosevelt had promised & Santa Fe
Railway company, show-la- Fe Railway company, conducted a
take. You may feel safe
his support to Mr. Taft for a renomina-tioShoemaker
was
in
VeLas
merchant,
the progress in railroading in thir- "Safety Habit Rally" for railroad emand sure if we fill your
and the ''Rough Rider" denied it,
gas yesterday.
Mr.
will start from Joliet, 111., ployes here Saturday night
vyears,
ty
prescription.
Eastern politicians and newspapers
G. A. Pearson, a
Hamilton, who invented the "Get the
as
about
middle
prominent resident have been
the
of
going
July,
concarrying on a guessing
cf Flagstaff, Ariz., was a business vis
Habit" button worn by emtest as to what the thirteen insurgent far west a3 Albuquerque. The train Safety
itor here yesterday.
made the principal speech.
ployes,
will
run
line
main
territory,
through
senators are going to do in the 1912
WINTERS DRUG CO.
G. E. Lynch of Mora
J. M. Kurn, general superintendent;
over
lines.
branch
heavier
run
the
and
accompanied campaign.
All these
forecasters,
ty his wife-anchild, are making a fcave settled it to their satisfaction Tl'ere will be two locomotives and M. J. Drury, mechanical superintenPboue Main 3
short visit in Las Vegas.
division
that the insurgents have split into fourteen cars in the train, giving the dent; John A. Conley,
Lucas Maestas, assessor of Mora two factions over the
master mechanic; F. L. Myers, divisquestion of largest exhibition of old and new
tounty, i3 here from his home in Mora supporting La Follette for the re- style equipment ever shown.
The ion superintendent; and J. F. Jarreil,
on a short business visit.
nomination for president tiain will stop at every station long publicity agent, spoke briefly.
publican
" L. C.
Mr. Jarreil told about the campaign
Witten accompanied the Las Then also predict that Mr. Roosevelt, enough for the people to see the
l
which
Vegas Maroons to Santa Fe, return- in spite of his denial, will declare for
President Ripley is making to
three
will
exhibits.
take
It
Mr. Taft and that the insurgents will weeks or longer to go over the ter- bring about a better relationship being with the team this morning.
Charles Rathburn of Denver, a for bolt the ticket after Mr. Taft is re
tween the Santa Fe and the people
ritory In the schedule. E. B. Sill, of
mer resident of Las Vegas, la here nominated.
By
oldest
conduc with whom ' it does business.
Nickerson, Kansas, the
on a visit and is renewing old
Here In the East It is asserted that tor on the Santa
acqui'n
Fe, will be in charge systematically keeping out of danger
tances.
several of the most influential of the
of the train. Peter Teline, of New- themselves, and exercising care in
H. E. Fell was here
yesterday from insurgent senators, Cummins among) ton, Kansas, the oldest engineer, will protecting patrons of tho road from
Raton, where he is Santa Fe trainmas them, will support Taft in preference be on the
Mr. Jarreil said, employes
big Mallet locomotive, danger,
ter, for a short visit to friends and to La Follette.
a
render
great service to Mr. Ripley
There are two of the Insurgents which will furnish the power for the in the work he has
relatives
undertaken.
train.
ANNUAL GRADUATION EXERCISES
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Fleming who, although having the most kind
While
Mr. Hamilton's speech was a
All
of
service
departments
railway
TO BE FEATURED BY FINE
spent the day on the mesa vlsit'n ly feeling toward Senator La Follette, will be
exploited on the trip, espec- heart to heart talk with employes, he
will
Mr.
to
their
support
give
probably
MUSICAL PROGRAM
several or the fanners residing in
handled several questions of interest
Taft. These two are Senator Kenyon ially those having to do with the dethat section.
the public in general. Speakjng of
,tc
of
The
the
country.
of Iowa and Senator Brown of Nebras- velopment
Mrs. G. A. Rothgeb of Dallas, Tex.,
The annual commencement of Lor-ott- o
ka. Senator Kenyon before being elect- Santa Fe is working in close touch the losses In shipments In live stock.
is here for a visit to her son, G. A
ed senator, held office by virtue of an with commercial clubs, cattlemen's as- he said:
academy will be held this evenShe will remain during the
Rothgeb.
"On the Atchison proper, during the
the
in
of
hall
instithe
ing
assembly
appointment from the president and sociations agriculture colleges, grain
part of the summer,
he is the latter's close personal friend. sociations, agriculture colleges, grain fiscal year ending June 30th, 19.10,
tution, on the West side. An excel- greater
A, M. Hammond returned
yesterday A close personal' friendship also ex- clubs, etc., and the train will carry our trains killed and crippled 2,338
lent musical program, which will be
from El Porvenir, where he spent sev ists between the
president and Sen- features of Interest and avue to them. head of stock, 1,755 of these having
with
tabrecitations and
interspersed
eral days. He says there are twenty ator Brown.
In the larger towns there will be pub- been settled at a cost of $45,812.50,
leaux, has been arranged and will be
guests at the mountain resort.
Two other Insurgents, while openly lic meetings, adressed by men who tire I am pleased to say that this is the
participated in by the pupils. FollowConductor Pierce Stewart of the favoring the nomination of Senator expert in their respective departments. smallest number of head of
stock
ing the program gold medals will be Santa
Fe, left this afternon for, Los La Follette, probably will not make
As the demonstration train will be killed in any fiscal year since I took
awarded to the young women and
'
behalf.
Angeles, where he will join Mrs. Stew- an active campaign in bis
educational in its character,
the charge of the claim department, some
!rs who have done notable work durart. They will return home together. These two are Senator Borah of Idaho S;mta Fe will extend a
invitafourteeii years ago. We should not,
special
ing the year just closed.
J. A. Conley, division master me- and Senator Dixon of Montana. Both tion to teachers and school children
The program is as follows: .
however, flatter ourselves too much
chanic of the Santa Fe, returned yes- will be candidates for reelection next tovsee the exhibits'.
cn
the fact that the number of head
Overture "L' Italiana in Algieri."
terday to his headquarters In Raton year and it would be doubtful politics
killed have decreased, as we must
?. Rossini
own
and
to
to
their
them
for
try
fight
after looking after business at the lo
realize that the Santa Fe proper is
Misses Florence Elliot, Marie Clem- cal
La Follette's battles too.
shops.
now practically fenced from one end
In
the
ents, Annie Lowrey, Eva Kammerer,
is
Senator
Cummins
placed
Dr. H. M. Smith, and Mrs. Smith
of not being able to
Solida Montano, Eloisa Baca.
to the other. The western country
position
peculiar
have left for Canyon City, Colo., in
Chorus "See the Harvest Moon."
Follette
La
a
for
a
make
is being fenced and is becoming more
campaign
motor
their
car, where Dr. Smith, who
W. Rhys Herbert
delegation in Iowa without embarrass
populated and range animals particuNew
of
Mexico
the
Mis' colleague,
who will be a
Pianos: Misses S.- - Montano and A.
larly do not run at large in great numHospital for the Insane, will spend his ing
candidate for reelection next year.
Lowrey.
bers in the vicinity of our lines as
annual vacation.
is very eager to
S. Kron
"Childhood's Hour.".
Alderman B. F. Forsythe was in the Senator Cummins
did in years gone by.
they
out aa tne
Misses Natalia Larrazolo, Sofia C. de city today from his ranch northeast see Kenyon
I am satisfied that the number ol
a
Taft
be
known
to
support
latter is
Baca, Eloisa Gallegos, Juanita
0. here, "tie says tie grass and crops
a division in the party might JutGE ABBOTT RULES AGAINST stock killed .can be materially de
Josephine Murphy, Ruth Case. are looking good and. conditions, from er,
creased if we would all of us pay
result should Cummins become an ac
A. MANN IN QUO
"Elixir of .Youth."
ite standpoint of the farmers and tive partisan of La Follette. Anl EDWARD
more attention to the conditions of
PROCEEDINGS
13
WARRANTO
Ages, 75 years; 50 years; 25 years;
ranchers, were never better during his a division in the party might result
fences and cattle guards. It is the exyears; infancy. Miss Eloisa Baca. long residence in San Miguel county. in the defeat of Kenyon.
perience of myself and adjusters, that
Albuquerque, N. M. June 19. The a number of animals that
Music Intervening
Charles Skafte, the janitor at the
All the other insurgents will make
get killed
a
both
is
-of
the
office
district attorney
Annie Laurie" Piano Solo for
V. M. C. A. will leave tomorrow for active campaigns in their respective
are
as
over catgone
reported
having
accordleft hand only A. G. Robyn, Misses Mg formej. hom near Chicago, where states to influence the naming of La territorial and county office,
tle
as
when
of fact
matter
a
guards,
down
by
The Wisconsin ing to an opinion handed
m vlsit relaUves. Mr. Skafte F'cllette delegations.
F. Elliot, A. Lowrey, S. Montano.
n
get through onto our right of
they
af
A.
late
Abbott
Ira
Saturday
"
Four perrormers ai wm
man has not said he would be a can udge
wlth nJm the body o
"Galop Marche
case wherein George way in other ways. Fences should
Lavignac. Misses A. wife( wno
one piano
ere ovsr a year ag0 didate for the nomination. Undoubt ternoon in the
Klock seeks to oust Judge Edward be built and repaired not merely with
If he
. wum,
Tne body wili be interred finally in edly he will be, however, and
Lowrey, S. Montano,
A.
Mann from the office or Ustrict at the Ideal of being able to say we have
for
will
flgnt
does enter the race he
Baca, J. Mur- lllinolgi
Case, E. Kammerer, E.
... .. m. wemII
hia characteristic vigor- torney. The case has Deen unoer aa- a fence, but for the purpose of keepphy, A. Baca, H. HJUOtt,
Eugmo McElroy, who is in the em delegates in
court
the
ing. stock from getting through It, Sev
several
months,
for
vlsement
ents, M. Chandler, a. Leonaru.
n!oy of tue Santa Fe at Wellington, ous fashion.
of
matter
the
on
eral of the states" through which we
of
decision
the
reserving
"Old Black Joe" Opus 33MsC. Gimball Kan
saei through Las Vegas this And this brings up is question
to the answer of run have statutes reading that a
nominated.
filed
demurrer
Taft
Mr.
case
in
bolt
a
Miss Elliot
afternoon on his way to Los Angeles.
On this proposition senator unsiow Judge Mann to the original petition
MOUei Mr.
"Le Tourbillon"
McElroy grew to manhood in Las
Warmest of Mr. Klock.
of Mr. La Follette'
one
Misses Amelia Baca, . aEloisa Baca,3 VegaB He occupies at present the
La
of Mr.
''Senator
said
The original
today:
admirers
petition
v.vo.
Kmmerer. Bertie ueonaaru, position of eaxlted ruler of the Well
a ticket and he Klock was filed by Julius Staab and
bolt
did
never
Follette
Florence Elliott, Marie Clements,
ington Elks.
will not begin now. He was beaten Summers Burkhart, attorneys, alleg
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
-Kamennoi Ostrow" Opua 10..,
f District Attorney Charles W. G time and again in Wisconsin, but
that Judge Mann had usurped the Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
ing
A. Rubenstein Ward returned last flight from Santa
Rticka to the party. He will office of district attorney lor rne
Building job Woik a Specialty.
Misses Eliot, Lowrey and Montano
Fe, where he had been on an official do the same next year should the Sixth district
attorney's district, com Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optlo.
"Cinderella in Flowerland" . . M. Loder buslnesa trip. Yesterday he witnessed
go against him."
prising the counties of Bernalillo and
Miss E. Kammerer the game between the Maroons and fight
Piano . .
SandovaL
They contended that the
'
Scene I Seed Pods
Santa Fe. Mr. Ward says the Ma
La Follette Out for 1912
Ldistrlct attorney was both a territorial
roons hit the ball hard. Neither pit
Characters:
Minneapolis, Minn., June 19. The and county officer and therefore came
M- - Floyd
Cinderella Daisy
cher seemed &ble'tO stop the heavy La Follette boom for president was
under the provisions of the enabling
rough launched here Saturday night at
Proud Sisters, Holly Hock, Tiger Lily battlng- Considering the
act of June 20, 1910, and should, un
A. Desmarais M. Baca groundSt tne Maroons put up a good
meeting of the executive committee of der ita provisions hold over until the
H.
Elliott
Godmother Nature
(ieldlng game.
the Minnesota Progressive league. A state election. They also set up that
T. TJIiDarri
Lee Gerar(j spent Sunday with hpme resolution indorsing La Follette as the Mr. Klock was
Bonnie Bee
filling the office and
Butterflies, Charioteers
f0jk on the mesa. He says that all progressive candidate for president
no vacancy in the of
existed
there
suuer
V.
and
.J. Flores
the cropg are up and are looking s adopted. The resolution was recfice; therefore the governor had no
Robin Red Prince's Herald. P. Ortega good Tne eans are growing rapidly nvmended for favorable action to all
richt to aoDoint Judge Mann to a
J- - Murphy
and glve every evidence of producing or the progressive organizations in
Prince Sunshine
vacancy that did not exist.
W
OmpHmlfmiain
Gr,sts at the Ball. Eight Little Misses a hcavy crop Grass is plentiful and the state. This action is looked upon Judge Mann responded through his
m
there is plenty of it for the herds. as the opening gun in the fight for a
Five Little Sunbeams
;
he
had
E. W. Dobson that
$100,000.00
Gerard says that the farther the farms republican delegation in Minnesota in counsel,
Four Little Raindrops
the governor and
been
by
appointed
'
Drill
betare located east of Las Vegas the
Red, White and Blue,
opposition to President Taft :;,,'
Sad filed his commission, taken the
ter Is the condition of the crops, due
Eighteen Young Misses
oath of office and ' was acting as such
'
Montano
Miss
to the fact that more rain iea in
Piln
Whooping cough is not .dangerous
ana dlstrtj attorney. The court in view
whn the couKh is kept loose
Scene II In Full Bloom
that locality.
m
giving-Chae fthls fallowed Judge Mann to serve,
by"
expectoration easy
Pantomime "Oh, Where Is Rest?"
It has been since'lhe possession of the governor's
Coush
berlaln'a
Remedy.
koThere is one medicine that erery used In many epidemics of this dis
Misses Marcella Sena, Clotiide
commission was prima facie evidence
with and ease with
Marv vigil, Mildred Chandler, family should be provided
perfect success. For sale
summer
mero'iT
.
..
,
months;
the
durlne
tKat he was district attorney.
psneclallv
all druggists.
h
Annle-ixwrwoisa
Chamberialn.8 colic. Cholera and by
Mr. Klock's demurrer, was then fil
Diarrhoea Remedy. It is almost cerMontano.
a
even
with
tnat
a
Sometimes
gets
girl
ed, and it is this demurrer
costs but a quarReoiter ....Miss Bernarda Martinez tain to be needed. It to
marrying Judge Abbott sustains in his opinion
De witnoui ut persistent young man by
atrora
Can
ter.
you
Tableau
him.
For sale by all druggists.
in the case. It practically has the
'In Sight of Home"
Home"..
"Leaving
effect of ousting Judge Mann, who
Elocution Class
Some fellows buy a thing for a song, in all probability will tak an appeal
doesn't mean more than
A
coquette
..
of Loretto
a pruae aoesnt and then want to give a note for 1;
Hymn to Our Lady
to the supreme court of the terriof half she says and
means.
she
half
Words and Music by a Sister
more
than
jsay
tory. Should Judge Mann win before
Loretto.
Take care of the tomorrow; yester the supreme court, the court attorHow a man does like to .have peo days will take care of themselves.
Awarding of Gold)Medalsv
neys decare, will be forced to rehe Isn't!
ple think he is wealthy 'when
verse itsef on Its former ruling In the
I
.
.
niM
i
inn n i U.U?
ui i
h
rio
litigation, which
are
beautiful
ex
all
previous Klock-Man- n
Nearly
ana
tne
things
Have
oDsunacy
Do You
FIrmnesss is feminine
Ab
is
likely.
women.
Judge
considered
hardly
pensive including
Foley ruaney jr...and Is mascuUne-- so says a womau.
-- ---bott ii pis opinion, refers many times
bRCk.
right kind or
'
And a lazy man will,take any kind to ' tha former ruling of the terri
court.
a
he
torial
can't
cf
get.
supreme
job
"-a fo.l will forget.
Vidnpv ana oiau""
Drug Co.
Schaeferand-RedCros-

ACCIDENTS

RUN TRAIN

TICKET?

.
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Ve-ea-

n

fence must be built sufficient to
turn stock, and practically all of our
courts told that the fact of an animal
geting through a fence is prima facie
evidence that the fence was not in
gcod condition, and no matter what
we' may prove as the condition of the
fence prior, to the happening of the
accident, the Question is left to a Jury
to decide.

lees stock If the. foremen ; would go
and talk with the owners and ask
them to keep the stock off, doing It,
of course. In a nice way.
"Frequently we see animals picketed on right of way, especially where
they belong to our employes, and I
do not thJnk this should be permitted.
It must be remembered that aside
from the cost of paying for stock
killed', there Is always a possible dan-gof having our engines and trains'
derailed through the striking of these
animals, thus causing loss of life,
and destructon of property. We
are liable for negligence at all times.
and the fact that an animal is struck
on a public crossing, In town limits, or
at other places where we are not required to fence. Is not sufficient to
relieve us. of our liability when neg
ligence is proved on the part of the
ar

"One prolifio cause of stock getting
killed ie that gates in right of way
fences are left open. On some por
tions of the line our courts hold that
It is the duty of the railway company
to keep gates closed, and I think section foremen should be required to
close every, right of way gate that
they see open, and in 'cases where
they find certain gates open frequent
ly, they should go and talk with thrf
Und owner in a nice way ond try
and prevail upon him to assist in endnemen operating: the train."
keeping the gates closed

In-Ju-

tun at large In switch iiml-s.
and In
It won't
Vice is like a
small towns, I believe we would kill hurt yeu if you don't monkey with it
buzz-saw-

-

sev-eia-

COMMENCEMENT

We are distributing Post Cards
for Post Card Day. Please do

LORETTOACADEMY

TONIGHT

not send children for cards

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
JEWELER and Optician
606 Douglas Ave.

Las Leg as. New Mexico

Screened and Lump Raion Cerrlllos

CO A

L

AND VJOOD

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
.(''

t

Anthracite Coal, all sizes

Steam CoalSawed Wood and Kindling

i

COURT DECIDES

'..-..

.

foo ofM.m gjm

yif9

C O TS D OCJ

"""" M"na1

KLOCK SHOULD

RETAIL PRICES- -

HOLD OFFICE

7

20o per 1M lbs.
25o per 1C3 '.Uw
SOo per-10- 0
lbs.'1
40c per 100 lbs.
SOo per 100 lbs.

2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
1,000 bs.,to 2,000 lbs, Each Delivery
200 lbs. to' 1,000 lb., Each Delivery
N 60 lbs. to 200 lbs
Each Delivery
Less Than 60 lbs., Earti Delivery

Ca-sau-

; AGUA PURA CiOMPANY

-

Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Harvesters,
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

I

DRY CLEANING

;
"

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

Frank Revell,

The Karcful Klothing KIcaning Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

-

SanM igullational Bank
idOj

CUNNINGHAM,

ulrw w4?

President,
vie Pr.idit,

prank sfrinoer.

JVLQllJ

D.T.H0SKINS.Chlef,

,

Mmrplmm

980.000.00

llSSSIBaSBSSSSSfSBBSSSSSSSfSSMSSSSSSSSSSSSSfJSBBSS

Interest Paid

HANDLING YOUR SAVINGS

oio

i--

ey.

as to increase them is the provence of a good
ings bank. Such an institution is
po

.

sav--

.

THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
'

,'r It invites you to take advantage of its advantages,
its
able and conservative management and its financial
opening account need not be large. In fact

;

stren-gth.(MT-

he

almost any sum is sufficient to commence.
'

-- M

s

Time Deposits

01S

--

,

'

1

LflS VEGAS SflVlflGS
--
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Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby girea to whom it
concern
test the following demay
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Mr. J. T. Huber, Dexter, N. M.
t:
One brown mare pony
about 9 years old, 14 hands high,
white spot in forehead.
Branded
On lett shoulder
D Y
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following j
scribed estray animal was taken up b,
Carlington Brothers, Vaughn, N. M.
One sorrel horse, fifteen
hands high, 8 years old.
Branded
On right hip
Said animal being unknown to thia
Board, unless claimed by owner on .
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. June 1", last pub. June 28, '11

Estray Advertisement
Notice U hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
J. L. House, House, N. M.
One sorrel mare about 144
hands high, 8 or 9 years old.
Branded
On left hip
One sorrell mare about 14 hands
high, 7 or 8 years old.
Branded
.On left hip
One bay mare about 14 hands, 5
or 6 years old.
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
On left hip
Albuquerque, N. M.
One sorrel mare about 13
hands
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
Estray Advertisement
Notict is hereby Riven to whom It high, 2 years old.
Branded
may concern that the following de
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby Riven to whom It scribed estray animal was taken up bv
On left hip
may concern that the following de N C. Tidwell, Dwyer, N. M.
One sorrel horse .about 13
hand 3
scribed estray animal was taken up by
One gray mare about 7
2 years old.
high,
1'. F. Forsythe, East Las Vegas, N. M.
old.
years
Branded
One black mare, weight
Branded
On left hip
' Optte' Number, Main 2.
17'
about 600 lbs., has bay colt.(In lft ctimiMor
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
Branded
Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
On left hip
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER.
On right hip
before July
1911, said date being 10
. TISEMENT8
Branded
Ear marks
days after last appearance of this adOn right hip
p?S
vertisement. 8aldestray wl'l be sold
Five cents per line each insertion.
Said animal being unknown to tins by this Hoard for the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to una
Estimate six ordinary words to a
owner when found.
line. , No ad to occupy less space than Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by dwner on or
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 before Juiy 8, 1911, said date being 10 Fiist pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
two lines. All advertisements chargappearance of this ad days after last appearance of this ad
ed will be booked at space actually days after last
vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold
eet, without regard to number of by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given io whom
owner when found.
words. Cash In advance preferred owner when found.
concern
that the following demay
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
scribed
animal was taken up bv
estray
M.
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Albuquerque. N.
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11 F.rst pub. June 17, last pub. June 23, 11 W. H. Gale, Lucia, N. M.
One bay horse about 13
PORTRAIT agents, attention Write
hands
.about 12 years old.
high
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
for our prices on portraits, frames,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Branded
Notioft in hprehv eivon tn mhnm it
On right shoulder
sheet pictures, etc.; new catalogue may concern that the fnllnwln? Ho. may concern that the following de
scribed
was
animal
taken ud by
Branded '
.
Just out. Louis Bierfeld, (establish- scribed estray animal was taken up by V r iestray
t-li
j
B. F. Forsythe, East Las Vegas, N. M.
On right hip
ed 1880. Fourteenth and Halsted
One gray mare about 12
One small iron gray mule.
Said animal being unknown to to.
Sts., Chicago.
Branded
mm years old.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
On left Jaw
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10
MEN to qualify for firemen, brake-meOn left hip
Branded
days after last, appearance of this adand baggagemen, $75 to $100
viBranded
vertisement, said estray, will be sold
itsii. niyju. ).h
Wj,
monthly. Experience unnecessary.
by this Board for the benefit of the
On right hip
Said animal beim?
owner when found.
State age, weight and height Rail- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal beine unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
way Bureau, 780 Panama Bldg., St. ueiore July 8, 1911. said date beln 10 Board, unless claimed bv owner nn
Albuquerqnp. N "
lefore
8,
said
10
date
1911,
July
days after last appearance of this adbeing
Louis, Mo.
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
vertisement, said estray will be sold days after last appearance of this ail- by this Board for the benefit of the vertlsement, said estray will be sold
WANTED
Good cook and housekeep- owner
when found.
Dy tnis Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
er to go on ranch near Watrous.
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY
BOARD.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Alhiinnirnna M r
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Address Box 72, Watrous, N. M.
may concern that the following do.
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
Albuquerque. N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
June
First
pub.
17, last pub. June 28, '11 a ua
WANTED Dining room girl. 403 R.
oanaovai, Alameda, N. M.
One dark bay horse about
R. avenue.
Estray Advertisement
8 or 9 years old,
Notice is hereby eiven tn
Advertisement
weighs about 700
Estray
Notice la hereby given to whom it lbs.
may concern that the fnllowinir
WANTED
Good cook. 725 6th St.
scribed estray animal was taken up by may concern that the following deBranded
marseuon sancnez, Fadillas, N. M. scribed estray animal was taken up by
On right shoulder
One small bay horse about Earl Littrell, Colfax, N. M.
Branded
One sorrel blazed faced
3 years old.
On left shoulder
horse
700
about
lbs.
Branded
weighing
FOR SALE Young burro.
"
Inquire
Said
animal being unknown to mis
I
Branded
On lnff afim,llA
mm lOard. UnleSR
623 Railroad avenue.
3t
n .
Ckkal hv nnrn
J
On
left
shoulder
Branded
before July 8, 1911, said, date being 10
Said animal being unknown to this First
On left hip
FOR SALE 30 brown leghorn hens.
pub. June 17, last pub. June 28 .'11
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal betas' iinlrnnwn tn
Phone Main 454.
after last antiearnnra nf tila n A
days
before
8,
1911,
said
July
10
date
being'
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
vertlsement said estray will be sold
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 days after last appearance of this ad
.y
uns uoara ror tne benefit of the
TitR SALE CHEAP My R.S.4H.P.
said estray win be sold owner when found.
daya after last appearance of this ad vertisement,
'
this Board for the benefit of the
magneto Ignition motor cycle road-ste- r vertisement, sai a estray will be Bold by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
owner when found.
with carbide light and. tank, uy una uoara ior ine Dene lit or the
Albuquerque, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
AU. to first class shape. G. C. Price, owner wnen round.
M.
N.
Albuquerque.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
w: M. Whalen,
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
Alhtinimrnna V TIT
Estray Advertisement
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
Notice is hereby given to whom it
FOR SALE A $500 piano, almost new,
may concern that the
Estray Advertisement
defor less than half the price. C. W.
Notice is hereby given to whom it scribed estray animal wa3following
Estrav Advertisement
taken
up
by
SUMMERUN.
Notice is hereby riven tn whnm It nay concern that the following
Frank Davis, Stanley, N. M.
was
animal
estray
taken
up by
may concern that the following de-- S. L.
One red cow about 5 years
Fisher, El Porvenlr. N. M.
scriDea estray animal was taken up by
FOR SALE White Wyandotte chicks. ts. jb. spencer.
One yellow pony four or old, weight about 700 lbs., white spot
East View. N. M.
Price according to size. Mrs. M. E.
One roan gelding about 10 five years old, weight about 500 or Ie forehead.
Branded
Johnson, Humboldt, Kan.
years old, 15
hands high, weight COO lbs.
On left ribs
VM
Branded
about 1,000 lbs., white spot in fore
Said animal being unknown to this
On left hip
IK.
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock head.
Said animal being unknown to this Board, unless claimed by owner on or
TirnnrloI
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Money
unless calmed by owner on or before July 8, 1911, said date being 10
Board,
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag- On left hip
before July 8. 1911, said date being 10 days after last
' gie E. Stevens,
appearance of this ad
2,
Said
R
animal
Humboldt, Kan,
being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed hv nvTiAr nn rt days after last appearance of this ad- vertisement, said estray will be sold
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 vertisement, said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit of the
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
days after last annea-rntiiia a. owner when found.
scriptions. Notary seals and rec venisement, said
will be sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
estray
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
ords at The Optio office.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M
owner when found.
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
FOR SALE CHEAP A high grade,
Estray Advertisement
AlhiimiArnna w lit
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Standard make Payer piano. Cost First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
Estray Advertisement
may concern that the following de$750, and is almost new. Owner
Notice is hereby given to whom it
scribed estray animal was taken
leaving and must sell. If In need
up by
of a fine Instrument, it will pay
Eiieuteno Lyba, Pena Blanca. N. M. may concern that the following de
Estrav Advertrsnmant
Notice la herebv
One bay horse about tfi scribed estray animal was taken up by
you to see this. No reasonable of
concern
may
that
the
defollowing
years old, weight about 900 lbs., about j. m. necK, Cimarron, N. M,
fer refused. Address Box 291, City.
etjuay animal was taken up by 5
One brown pony horse
feet high.
i. rarK, Stanley, N. M.
about 9 years old, weight about 500
Branded
One brown horse about 12
pounds.
On right hip
hands high .almost a' roan, about 15
Branded
Branded
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for years old, weighs about 650 lbs
DP
1.
r i
On left hip
yjii icit mp
Branded
light housekeeping. 923 Gallinas.
Branded
being unknown to this
On left "shoulder
Ifl Said animal
On right hip
unless
Beard,
claimed
owner
on
Inor
by
FOR RENT Furnished rooms,
Said animal beln? iinknnan tn tMa
Said
animal being unknown to this
before
Board, unless claimed hv
July 8, 1911, said date being 10
quire at 1209 Mora Ave.
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 days after last appearance of this ad- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
after last anriearannn f tMa
vertisement, said estray will be sold before July 8, 1911, said date being 10
FOR RENT CHEAP Nice new piano days
vertlsement, said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit of the drys after last appearance of this ad
to right party.
Apply 414 Wash by this Board for the benefit of the owner
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
when found.
owner wnen found.
ington street.
by this Board for the benefit of the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
owner when found. .
Altmniiarniin. M f
Albuquerque, N. M.
KOR RENT Nicely furnished front First pub. June 17,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
'11 First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
last
June
28,
pub.
I room.
All modern conveniences,
Albuquerque, N. M
Inquire 1111 Douglas Ave.
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
Estrav Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby
to whom It
Notice is hereby given to whom it
iOR RENT Nice furnished front may concern that given
the following do. may concern that the
deEstray Advertisement
Worn with lights, and privilege of scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal wasfollowing
taken un b
Notice is hereby given to whom it
W. H. Gale, Lucia, N. M.
610 Main. aim uaiiey, Springer, N. M.
(bath. No health-seekermay concern that the following de
One bay mare about 15
One bay horse about 14
scribed estray animal was taken up by
It is vorse than, useless to take any years old.
hands high, about 9 years old.
'
M. T. Nix, Rosebud, N. M.
medicine internally for muscular or
Branded
Branded
chronic rheumatism. All that Is needt:
One roan horse pony about
On
right hip
On left hip
ed is a free application of Chamber12
15 years old.
or
Branded
lain's Liniment. For sale by all drugBranded
Branded
On right shoulder
gists.
On left Jaw
On left hip.
S. id animal belnz unknown to this
Sail animal being unknown to thu
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on o.
tefore July 8, 1911, said date being 10 before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 Board, unless claimed by owner on or
PILLS
CHICHESTER BRANU.r A days after last
appearance of this ad- days after last appearance of this ad days after last appearance of this adsdirt Amk jonr
lrcfrlA4 foe )
vertisement, said estray will be sold vertlsement, said estray will be sold
riiiiies-tf- i
viKMena itrmnax
Fill in Ktd snd VoU mmllk
by this Board for the benefit f tha by this Board for the benefit of the vertisement, said estray will be sold
boiei. sealed with Ftlua Ribbon.
owner when found.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Take Ro otltor. Buy 9 your V
owner when found.
W
lrnKint. Ask for CHI "slKH.TER
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
lor S
ttlAaUAV HKANIP I
AlbuniiomnA M f
years known as Best, Safest. Always Reliable)
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque. N.,,Nf
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11 First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
Albuquerque, N. M.

i
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To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:
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To-wi- t:

To-wl- t:

lJ

Wanted

To-wi- t:

rr--

To-wi- t:

To-wi-

03

n

To-wi- t:

For Sale

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Ct C Cullers,
Moriarty, N. M.
One bay mare 13 or 14
hands high, about 18 years old, star
In forehead, with left hind foot white.
Branded
vu ft7Lb uiy
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11

THE LOBBY
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DLO
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...o-- r ADnrns AND REGULAR
2 c n,rT a tm ART.E ALWAYS
.
1

I

CHAPMAN

Regular
. . . .i
Ant mnAim
municauuu
'Vw third Thursday in each
A. M.

t
fC1

cordially invited.
William H. Stapp. W. M.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.

en

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,

'';!

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging

.'
i

I

A

-

!
!

L.
y

7

HUNKER

A HUNKER

Attorneys at Law

day of the month In the vestry Las
New Mexico
Vegas
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Isaac Appel,
MASSAGE
cordially invited.
President; Charles Greenclay, Secretary.
MRS. PLLIE SHEARER
Masseuse and Midwife
RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth- Residence Phono
Main 308
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth Massage Parlor Phone. ..... .Vegas 75
In Las Vegas Thursdays, Fridays
Thursday of each month, eighth
thirtieth
run,
breath. Visiting and Saturdays.

ly given.

H. T. Davis
Phone Main 357.

IS

(Crystal Bee'
CLEAN,

PURE

AND

HAS

LASTING

QUALITIES

Made from distilled water

Cct

LOCAL TIME CARD
WEST BOUND
Arrive
No. 1
No. S
Mo- - 7
No. 9

No.
No.
No.
No.

PHONE 227 MAIN
1:60 P.
:1B A.
6:15 P.
:35 p.

M.
M.
M.

8:io P.

M.

m.

Depart
1
3

7

6:20 A. M.
6:40 P. M.

9

7:00 P.

M.

:io P.

M.

EAST BOUND
Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

2
4
8

No.
No.
No.
No.

2

11:10 P. M.
1:15 A. M.
1:45 P. M.

10

Depart
4
8

10

lis Show Vou

:15
11:20
1:25
1:10

P. M.
P. M
A. M
P. M.

The Occidental Fire Insurance Co.,
of Albuquerque, N. M
which has just recently been organized with New Mexico
capital
and in which many Las Vegas business men are
heavy stockholders, desires to announce the appointment of
OEO. A. FLEMING,

Manager of the Investment and Agency Corporation

as its agent for this district.' The
company will be conservatively
managed and will be under supervision of the New Mexico Insurance Department at all times.
Keepjyour money at home by placing your insurance
with a
home company. ,

MIS

S

I

Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R- - C. halL Visiting
Brothers are cordially invited. O.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D- - W.

B. P. O. ELKS

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues-

First class work
and best of materials is my
motto. E st
cheerful

To-wl- t:

To-wi-

collector of wampum.

.

To-wi- t:

To-wi-

NO. 2,

always welcome to the
sachem ;
W. O. Wood,
wigwam,
records
and
of
chief
David Flint,

brothers

H-P-

1

T

com- -

To-wl- t:

io-wi- t:

s.

NO. 2, A. F. A

LODGE

Ma-son- lo

,

-

DIKEM

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS

To-wi- t:

!

HANDLED

uuw"

Reg-ayOul-

To-wi- t:

i

CAFE

JJD

KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Estray Advertisement
Condon, Secretary
conclave second Tues- Notice is hereby given to whom it
at
month
each
in
day
Meets first and third Tues
may concern that the following deTemple at 7:30 p. m. C. D. F. O. E.
scribed estray animal was taken up by Boucher, S.
ReChas.
Tamme,
day evenings each month, at FraC;
FJeuterlo Leyba, Pena Blanca, N. M. corder.
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
One black mare about 10
Brothers
cordially invited to attend.
years old, weight about 700 lbs. about
NO. 3,
CHAPTER
VEGAS
LAS
President; E. C
McGuire,
F.
B.
3 feet high.
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Branded
Ward, Secretary.
convocation first Monday
On left hip
-'
Main each month at
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Said animal being unknown to this
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
on
or
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
owner
claimed
unless
Board,
by
m. J. A. Rutledge,
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
Chas. H. Sporleder,
building. Visiting members are cordays after last appearance of this adsecretary.
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, O.K.;
vertisement, said estray will be sold
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
by this Board for the benefit of the
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
8. Meets second and fourth Thurs- I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
1. Meets every Monday evening at
Albuquerque, N. M.
days in Masonic Temple. Mn.
hall on Sixth street- - All visittheir
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
Agnes M. . Tripp, Worthy Matron;
brethren cordially invited to ating
Thomas B. Bo wen. Worthy Patron;
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. O.; A.
There Is more Catarrh In this secMrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
tion of the country than all other disT. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
eases put together, and until the last
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
Secretary; W. E Crites, treasurer;
few years was supposed to be IncurC- - V.
docHedgcock, cemetery trustee.
a
years
For
many
able.
great
tors pronounced it a local disease and EL
NO
LODGE
1,
DORADO
prescribed local remedies, and by conKNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODstantly failing to cure with local treatSciIncurable.
It
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
ment, pronounced
every Monday eveence has proved catarrh to be a conthe second and fourth FriMeets
ning In Castle hall.
stitutional disease and therefore reof
each month in the W. O.
days
Hall's
treatment.
quires constitutional
Vistting Knights are
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
invite 1.
cordially
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the
Clay, Venerable
Consul; George
.
Llebsch-nierChas.
maron
E.
.
the
only constitutional cure
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
ket. It Is taken Internally In doses
Chancellor
assistant
deputy. Visiting NeighIt
from, 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
Commander. Harry
bors are cordially invited.
acts directly on the blood and mucous
Martin, Keeper of
surfaces of the system. They offer
Records and Seal.
one hundred dollars for any case it
DENTISTS.
fails to cure. Send for circulars and
testimonials
BALDY
LODGE
NO.
FRATERNAL
77,
Address: F. .T. CHENEY & CO.. ToF.. R. LORD
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
ledo, Ohio
Sold by druggists, 75c.
DENTIST
and third Wednesdays of each
Take Hall's family Pills for constiPioneer
Office
month
at
Fraternal
Building
Brotherhood
pation.
Rooms 3 and 4
hall, A. E. Hay ward. F. M.; W.
Foley Kidney Pills are a true mediPhone Main 57
Secretary.
Visiting mem- Office
cine. They are hea'Ing, strengthen-iner- ,
Residence
Main 413
Phone
bers
invited.
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found the maid reading French po- erty and, what was more, Kitty made
an attempt to hide the book at being
discovered. To be sure, French poetry wasn't in itself harmful, but
Mrs. Dawson was sure It augered 111.
1
Another suspicious symptom, coupled
BY JANE OSBORN
with Kitty's decided good looks and
111
manners, was that she had
charming
Storms
g
an
with
brought up
abrupt
t
positively no friends. She had worked
ness that caused him to stumble
Jerome Dawson
had spent the for the Dawsons for two weeks and
against the glass plate before him.
Then he shook the door, pushed it evening at the club. Not that Jerome she had gone out only to take a short
walk in the park and on errands for
pulled it and pushed again, but to no usually preferred the smoke-ladeher mistress.
A Novel Book Party.
club
to
the
avail.
was
of
seclu
air
the
It
characteristic of Storms
lounge
prize la provided for the one
I wonder If yon would
"Really, you must help me out on
sion of his own small apartment, but
not enlor suessrs the most correctly, and, that he did not swear at It
"book charade.?"
It was one of those revolving storm Mrs. Dawson had a new maid, and this," Mrs. Dawson said to her son,
They do not neeo if the hostess wishes, a consolation
doors and la some way one of the from experience Jerome knew that "even If you arent Interested. People
rehearsing and are loada of fun Ju8i
may be awarded.
leaves had become wedged. He when his mother had a new maid she have, had all sorts of anarchists and
prepare cards with the numbers from
Jo :otor the nymber of charades you
rapped on the glass to attract the at could neither think nor talk of any nihilists and things in their houses
A "Bacon Bat."
are to hare, and let them write down
tention of the porter standing by the thing else. And as there was no before now, and It should get Into the
a
the ones they guess. I
young
entrance,
and that served to draw a subject that bored Jerome quite .so papers, I don't know whatever I
friend
Informed me
append a few that the college
crowd
which
stared curiously at him much as a discussion of the various should do!"
very
suggestions which you can add to. For
latest thing in outdoor
That night Jerome went home with
a prize give a book
was
the
A Bacon Bat." When
through
glass
sides, much as they shortcomings and peculiarities of his
bo
Oiled
candy
exp a.ned I concluded that It must would regard some Interesting exhibit. mother's servants, he had decided to deep-laiplans but, alas! Kitty had
with bonbons or salted nuts.
She
be loads of fun. Of
had
left
The
bustled
about
home
be
from
this
first
porter
Import
away
evening she had been told her mistress that
course, as with
'Looking Backwimf-- A
rfrl walk,
sent for from home,
I
such parties, all depends upon the antly, now shaking the door, now of the new regime.
cross the stuire with her head
turned guests and
over her shoulder.
their love of outdoor peering through the glass. At last he
Jerome had not Intended to stay and had left at once.
"She seemed so grateful to me,"
ons
ine
holds un functions. We all feel the "call of the gave an exclamation of triumph. The out late, but the clock was striking
a violin nrsi
on which the No. 1. cut from
Mrs. Dawson said. "I think she was
door
iia
mese
revolved
two
within
the
L
seg
one
he
when
orlous
turned
the
latch
deftly
white paper, has been pasted.
days and I am
ail fa
"We Two"-- A
umu, or our readers will want ments of a circle and In the compart key In his front door. He was sur quite devoted to us."
man and a "girl walk
Jerome was more distressed than
u nave a Bacon Bat"
cross the stage arm In arm.
ment
across
someone
from Storms
prised to see a light In his mother's
Just as soon as
"The Brass Bowl"-- A
he liked to acknowledge to himself.
Rlrl walks
they read this. Six couples are had dropped a soft cigar case. This small drawing-room- .
carrying a brass bowl
and was doubly annoyed at his moth
enough, provide plenty of delicious had wedged the doors tight and It
Jerome,
"Lavender and Old Lace" Is
whispered his mother,
represented
a
with an air of alarm, as he came into er for not having found out where
girl dressed In lavender gown bacon sliced very thin, sweet potatoes was Impossible to move the door.
Jy
trimmed with old lace.
The porter shouted these facts the room, "she has real lace on her this strange domestic was going or
and seve;al dozen finger
rolls; these
where she lived. For weeks Jerome
"- girl In a
e me absolute reauiremonm nth, through the glass. Storms groaned. petticoats."
jZ!diB1l.Chr,'MB,h"nui"kimono, holding chryanthe-mum- s. er
things may be added at the pleas Jessie Ostrom was leaving for a three
Jerome looked blankly at his was despondent and angry at himself
"Whe na Man MsrrW-- A man and a
ure oi me nos:ess. Build a Are. roast months' visit. If he got to the train, mother and then at the clock. "Who for his absurd mood.
girl walk across the
there might be a chance to say what has real lace and what of it?" he
It was through one of those strange
while somethe sweet potatoes (or take a
one plays the weddingstage,
frying had been
march.
on bis Hps that asked.
coincidences
that happen once in a
rsn.
have
trembling
the
The Light That Falled'-O- ne
boiled
potatoes
at home
girl carries a lighted candle which another
them over the coals). Grill last half year. If there was much
"She has," whispered his mother, lifetime that Jerome was asked by
iry
girl
blows out.
his cousin Nancy to a dinner party
delay, she would be gone before he
the bacon on the ends of
"The Gentleman From Indlana"-- A man
long sticks, could reach the station. He held up pointing In the direction of the kitch
Insert
given for the young woman who had
the
en
wun
a
rolls
box
its
I'uger
of
a
and
have
suit
case
adjoining
carrying
you
which Is conspicuHe was
iueai nt tor a king. Coffee may be a $5 bill against the glass, but the por- maid's room. "Kitty, the new maid. been her chum in college.
ously labeled "John Jones, Indiana."
ter shook his head.
Vanity Falr"-- A girl gastng Into a
muB una i assure you the
I never look through their luggage, given the great honor of sitting be
dan
looking-glasonly
But these doors fold up." called
ger Is lu not
I do like to take a look at the side the distinguished Georgiana Van
"A Study In Scarlef-- A
girl seated In thing. Naturehaving enough of every Storms. "I've seen It done. They fold hut
room when they first come, Just to Arsdale, whose beauty, great wealth
reverie, wearing a scarlet dress.
classes are In fa fiat."
study
"The Bow of
Rlbbon"-- A girl or vor all over the country, and after a
ee that they are neat That Is how and Independence made her the pride
a man wearing Orange
I'd have to squeeze you in," ex I
a huge bow of orange
ribtramp what could be more appetizing
came to see the real lace. Jerome, of her classmates and the despair of
bon.
the porter. "That's the only
"The Woman In the White Veil' A iuuu me repast I have Just described? plained
couldn't get that lace for three all the men who met her. Jerome
you
way they fold. If you were between
bI
wnlt automobile veil. I would suggest roasting Irish Dotatoes
a yard. I am sure it was was not sufficiently appreciative of
dollars
'ViW,arlnSt
the other leaves" Storms gritted
...
m me uihck stock" A and taking a
this honor; In fact, his cousin's ex
uiiiugiiiin
of
real."
butter
with plenty his teeth at that "If." '
man with powdered hair and cane, with a
jar
oi ussue paper napkins; hard boiled
big
black stock.
"She probably had It given to her aggerated description of Oeorglana's
A newsboy outBlde, moved to action
attractions had struck up within him
"Old Rose and 8ilver"-- A girl dressed In
'o a welcome addition with a
the right of the bill, sought to push by her last mistress," said Jerome no great admiration.
old rose trimmed with silver.
of tiny cucumber pickles and olives by
jar
"The Lady With the Red Fan"-- A
the obstacle free with a bit of stick. starting toward the door.
He came
In time to meet
girl Doth ripe and green.
with a big red fan. with which she
"Wait, Jerome," went on Mrs. Daw his dinner late. Just
The stick broke off and the door was
lanpartner before the party
fans
herself.
MADAME MERRI.
guidly
"she
son,
couldn't
detaining
him;
He
started to try it
doubly wedged.
went from the drawing-rooto the
KRlch Man"-- A man wearing
have done that for she never had a dining-rooma tag
.
again but a policeman interfered.
says In big letters "John
After
had
seated
he
For the Blouse.
before. The employment agent
ror dainty silk dress or chiffon I'll"Smashfortheit." glass," called Storms. place
"From Sea to 8ea Two huge letter
s
said she had come straight from the his partner he turned to his left to
are cut from white paper and
pay
see the famous Georgians. He gasped
waists use instead of ordinary but
"Won't do any good," was the dis country, and I must say nhe is aw with
on each ,de f the pinned tons
.curt,aln
surprise.
brass
of
the
rings
size,
proper
players walk from one tostage
know
She
a
didn't
fully
green.
the buttonholed
thing
reply. "We've sent to the
There in all the splendor of the oc
other.
over in silk of a color heartening
about the dumb waiter and I don't
makers
for
He'll
man.
a
in
be
along
man climbs to match the fabric or the trimmings.
dazzling in beauty, sat
r3!lwC,Knt.of of a
a minute." Storms looked longingly believe she ever used a carpet sweeper casion, fairly with
"tepladder and
the same pensive,
E?i.y to.t5e.iop
Kitty
In
Kitty,
white
thread
this
is
there.
very nice for at the glass but he could see that the before In her life. I meant to speak brown
eyes.
Pope's "Essay on Man," "The TJn- - a lingerie blouse also and easier to chances of breaking the thick plate to you about her, but you ran off to
For a second their eyes met and
aer aide or Things," by Lillian Bell; make than crocheted buttons. If you without being severely cut were not the club before I had a chance. there
was a strange, pleading look In
wish you may darn across the rings, good, and he looked for the
"Innocents Abroad," "Black Rock,"
a
had
Didn't
think
she
strange the girl's face that almost
you
unnerved
porter.
by or cross threads and buttonholes over
Connor; "Under Two Flags," "MiTell the man to take an automo look, at dinner?"
Jerome.
but
really the plain button- bile and
"No," said Jerome, not in the least
Mr. Dawson and I have met be
he called. "I must
ddleman," "Wandering Jew," "Man them;
holed rings are Just as pretty. Where get out of hurry,"
Interested. "What are you afraid of. fore," said Georgiana, as she saw her
of the Hour" and "The Virginian."
here. I'm suffocating."
to
T"
close hostess' eyes upon her, "but I didn't
he asked, anxious
you have crocheted loops instead of
The porter nodded intelligently. The mother
buttonholes the soft bat teD berg rings door was padded top, side and bot the discussion. "Think she stole the know he was your cousin."
Two Party Schema.
will do as well, and can be bought tom with heavy rubber strips to keep lace eomewhere?"
Jerome forgot Georgiana and re
"Heavens!" gasped Mrs. Dawson. membered
The hostess called this successful ready made at any embroidery supply out draughts.
Storms was in what
Katy. "Tell me," he
or notion store.
affair a "pie" party:
was practically an air tight chamber "Could she have stolen it? To think demanded, only
"where you have been.
a
like
sent
me
When all had arrived the men were
and he had already exhausted the vi they could have
girl
Who are you?"
Shirt Waists.
auctioned off by the host, who was
tality of the air. The porter reached that and all the old silver out!"
Georgiana bent toward him and
.Waists of challis, foulard, pongee down and ripped off the rubber from
It was not until the next morning Bpoke
gifted with a ready flow of language,
with her
cast down and
that Jerome again embarrassment Ineyes
and he bad a keen sense of humor. or messallne matching the suit in the bottom of the door and motioned at breakfast
her voice.
are
color
are
side.
same
as
was
to
and
do
his
of
with
the
His
Storms
very good looking,
The "medicine" man was introduced
mother,
thought
Kitty.
"I was making an Investigation.
The thin stream of cold air was de- her custom, did not Join him at
on the block in this manner: "A man more practical in many ways than
I wanted to do some sociological
who was often sought, although he washing shirt waists and in the end licious, and Storms settled himself to breakfast, and from the top of his research work to find out for myThey can wait, though over and over came the paper Jerome eyed
was known to be addicted to 'ill' com- hardly more expensive.
curiously the self what the conditions of the workpany." The bidding was fast and fu- be made very simply and worn with thought that by now Jessie's train was graceful figure ministering to him. ing classes really are. Every one
out of the station and pulling across Assuredly there was something un- knows I was
rious and it took all the ready money lingerie collar and cuff sets.
doing some suoh Inthe meadows. Perhaps she was won- usual about this girl. Was It the
of the purchaser to get him. The coal
of course, I didn't tell
but
vestigation,
look of sadness or pensiveness about a soul where I was. I think I will
dering why he had not been there
dealer was described as "The man we
hurt, perhaps, at his indifference. To those gentle eyes, ' or the sensitive work for a month In a department
think of when the snow flies." When
explain would only render him ridicu delicacy of the mouth and chin?
all the ladles bad secured their partstore next "
lous.
curiSo far in fact did Jerome's
of
dewere
ners they
pie
Jerome set his mouth In
given pieces
Then there was a commotion in the osity lead him that he asked his cision. "Not If I know it," grim
he said.
made from paper pie plates such as
press. A man in overalls pushed his mother impatiently that night if she "I don't approve of that sort Of
bakers use, the edges fastened togethEverywhere is seen a bit of black way through the crowd. For a moment had found
anything new about the thing, Kate."
er with red baby ribbon. On being satin.
he worked with a screwdriver, then
But Mrs. Dawson's
"What difference does that make to
opened there were slips of paper with
Natural feather quills are seen in swung the imprisoning leaf back. pretty Kitty,
She had me?" asked Georgians with a teasing
ssupiclons had subsided.
the words "mince," "cherry", or "ap- plaid and somber colors. ,
Storms stepped out and as he thrust asked about the real lace and had toss of her head.
ple." Whatever recipe was called for
The newest sailor collars are deep a bill Into the workman's hand he
found out that it had been given to
"I will show you," said Jerome
the
while
to
was
man
"girl" In the back and hardly existing In
the
give it,
glanced at the clock. Already It was her, at least that is what Mrs. Daw- with a look that made the color come
this front
made the pie in pantomime.
10 minutes past train time. There was son understood from what
Kitty said. Into Georglana'a cheeks, "If I have to
called forth merry peals of laughter.
The red, white and blue of the revo- no hope now. He might as well go to
Mrs. go through fire to do it"
when
embarrassed
seemed
She
Individof
comThe refreshments cpnslsted
lution will be worn singly and in
office.
th
was
and
asked
about
Dawson
quite
It
Jerome's task was easier than he
ual pies, coffee and sandwiches. The bination.
He was still surrounded by a curious Ignorant of the value of the material.
had
expected, and, when a month
man who gave the best recipe was
of
on
the
seen
are
many
Fringes
and he turned to make his way
"She Is not at all used to our way later Georgiana Van Arsdale anbox of new lingerie gowns as girdle and tunic crowd
the recipient of a
down the street when a newsboy of doing things," said Mrs. Dawson,
nounced her engagement to Nancy's
sweetmeats.
trimming.
tugged at his coat.
"but I think she will do very nicely." cousin, she had promised never to
A good deal of heavy embroidery
"Th"
dame
i
"Say. boss." he piped.
Jerome Dawson was thirty, and a complete her sociological investigaThis "portrait" party scheme is and Irish crochet lace appear on the tole me to give you this."
man of more than ordinary good tions.
He held up a grimy card and Storms
good: Get common wrapping paper, new waists.
so when he found himself inOne of the newest sleeves is about took it. '"Come over to the Clapham sense,
a light brown or white, and cut Into
to linger over his breakfast
clined
length and Is as wide at for some lunch," it ran. "You will need and call for
Properly Rebuked.
squares a foot and a half each way. three-quartan extra cup of coffee,
On one occasion an English gentleas
at
the
fend
top.
the bottom
plain
it after your imprisonment"
Put ud a sheet across the door
Just to watch Kitty's graceful figure man called to see Lord Westmoreland
In Paris waistcoats with huge revers
He did not need to turn the card and catch an occasional
have the light from a lamp arranged
glimpse of on particular business.
are
coat
outside
He was at
over
the
back
turn
to
head
a
of
over
to
learn
the
name,
why
shadow
though
person's
so that the
her eyes, he began to feel concern for breakfast
backs
short
have
and
in
when
of
plain
and, receiving him with
pathere
be
the
vogue
should
Jessie
square
lunching
will be reflected on
to
was
difference
What
it
himself.
so that the waist- she was supposed to be on her. way
his usual urbanity, asked the object
per. A guest is to be placed sideways of lining material,
him, he asked himself, whether of his visit The gentleman said that
several coats was a mystery.
so that the outline of the face will coat may be worn with
"Good morning, sir," showed
he felt somewhat aggrieved, as be had
Still attended by his escort, he Kitty's
how on the paper. With a heavy pen- if desired.
a touch of weariness?
blue
French
of
note
cerise,
The
red,
or
to
restaurant.
the
street
outline
the
the
brought an official letter of Introduccrpssed
cil or a crayon draw
Jehad
Before
many days
passed
or emerald green is very often intro- The crowd dropped off at the door
to him from the foreign offioe,
is
a
time
at
brought
One
guest
for
profile.
the girl. tion
black and white frock and he entered alone. His quick eye rome felt a maudlin pity
the
Into
learned that his lordship
on
duced
is
name
and,
having
the
put
the
into
gallery;
She must be very lonesome, boxed up had
or
Russian
figured
Persian
of
Osbits
and
Mrs.
of
all
and
Jessie
When
great dinner the night
sight
caught
glvn
the back of the portrait.
or embroidery are also used as trom over in a corner, and he made in that little apartment kitchen. The before, was surprised and hurt at rehave been taken, an assistant helps silk
do
and
was
to
she
had
work
heavy
but some of the best lookLord Westno invitation.
cut out the silhouettes, which are trimmings; frocks in the black and his way to them.
to him, overtax her ceiving
with his usual
"I thought you had gone," he cried must, it occurred
trotting
moreland
ing
and
exclaimed,
up
pinned
black
on
paper
pasted
strength.
white are entirely without color relief, as he greeted them.
"God bless me, sir, I am
like a portrait exhibition. The guests
One morning Jerome came into the heartiness:
to
the
left
note
hat,
color
being
the
moment
distressed. I think I relast
"I
the
that
at
found
and
papers
quite
really
are provided with pencils
his
few
a
before
minutes
dining-rooetc., used with the frock.
there was no through sleeper. On the accustomed breakfast
ceived the letter of whloh you speak.
and write down who they think is parasol,
hour, and be- I will send for it." Accordingly, the
other line I can go through without held the
dainty maid carrying the
change. I am leaving tonight instead somewhat clumsy coffee urn in from letter was brought to him, and, on
We were driving back from the station
reading it he said to the stranger:
when we say your predicament. We the pantry.
thought so. There, sir, Is the
"Let me take that," said Jerome, "Ah! I but
had intended to go to the hotel for
there is no mention of dinletter;
rushing upon the startled ner in
lunch, but when we saw the crowd we impulsively,
it" on which the gentleman
servant. "It is too heavy for you."
backed out of the room In
rose
and
:hanged our minds and came over here It was a
as
of
utter
Jerome
folly,
piece
How did it happen?"
confusion.
realized the moment he had set the
Briefly he sketched the chain of in- urn on the table in its usual place,
cidents. He told a story well, and now
Sure Sign.
he felt additionally annoyed that
that the element of tragedy had been and
That levity is a subject that Is
he should have made such a fool of
elaborated
the
he
skillfully
removed,
himself before her, before Kitty, and sometimes worth while avoiding has
humorous points.
of hers.
been learned to the sorrow of a
"What were your feelings?" asked those demure eyes
would-bInundertaker.
had
been
Before
this
Jerome
the girl, as her mother went over to
At a recent examination of the
clined to look with favor on Kitty,
the telephone booth.
but now matters stood at a different state undertaking board, amoui the
"Only regret that I could not get to
of the many applithe station," he returned promptly. pitch. He had been taking a foolish questions asked
one:
"There was something' I very much Interest in the girl; he had been. cants was the following
"What do you consider as an m-- ',
wanted to say to you and-- I thought 1 thinking about her by day and someof death t"
had lost my last chance. I think you times dreaming about her by night fallible sign
on
the
said:
door," answered one.
admirable
with
logic,
'Crepe
Therefore,
was.
is
leather
What
from
the
the
know what
question
of Un- - article. No smudges
to
was
it
Jerome
HE bags shown are made
himself,
Kitty's
of one's handbag and the lightness of your answer?"
Accounted For.
or pique buttoned qowu
"I think Fate has answered 'yes,' " fault and Kitty would have to suffer,
them counts, too.
braided
and
even
to
if
she
had
her
lose
for
claimed
buttons
"You
cities
would
place
Seven
with
havo
arl
linen
smiled
Knicker
stitched
she
pearl
is
softly.
belt
The
pe
Homer dead.
These are really snaps missed me at the station so Fate im It
effect
button
cords
coUon
Inside and long
About this time Mrs. Dawson made
Bocker Probably after inheritancePOC
keep the belt fastened neatly prisoned you."
the arm. For the which
a Btrange discovery. v She actually taxes.
simplyand
are quite the ideal
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A3 To New Potatoes
- -

JT

off on all trimmed goods
Wallls' Millinery.
3

''We are certainly 'up against' a hard proposition. Owing
to the extremely hot dry weather, Texas stock, is not holding out, In fact we won't be able to get many more from
that point Oklahomasenda us even a worse report and we
don't expect that state to help us out at all. Kansas Is also
dry and reports less than a 50 per cent crop. This Is a Tery
unusual state of affairs and we hardly know what to expect."
Our Price for New Stock,

at

The best place to eat, The Wblte
Kitchen, the place that'j clean.
Something to make your mouth
water. The first cantaloupes of the
season at J. H. Stearns.

5 LBS FOR A QUARTER.

Flrch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

Considering the market Is very low.

There will be a special meeting of
Chapman lodge No. 2 A. F. & A. M.
tonight. Work In E. A. degree.

7E

The Guild of St Paul's Memorial
Episcopal church will meet tomorrow
afternoon at 4 o'clock a the rectory.
The ladles of the W. C T. U. will
meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
o'clock with Mrs. John Shank, 613
Douglas avenue. .

ESTABLISHED 1870

The

V

First National

Bank!

Someone left a pair of gold spec
tacles at the office of Veeder and
Veeder on the West side several days
ago. The owner can have the glasses
by calling at the office and Identifying them.
"Spot" Scott, the handsome canine
belonging to E. J. Scott, of The Op- tl's Job department, was one of the
first "citizens" to be tagged last Saturday for the Carnegie library. "Spot"
made Scott pay spot cash for the tag.

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,

,

Sixth Street

J. S. Hofer, superintendent of the
Tucumcari public schools, and former
ly a member of the faculty of the
New Mexico Normal University, is acting as director of the Mora county
teachers' institute. He has begun his
duties and reports the Institution as
doing good work and having a good
attendance.

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstio and Foreign Exchange.

A

Dawson's baseball aggregation was
too fast for Dan Padilla's Albuquerque
Graya Saturday the Grays lost by a
score of 14 to 4. Yesterday they had
better luck, losing by a score of 7 to
6.
The Grays claim they were great
ly weakened by the absence of some
of their best players, who could not
get away1 from work to make the trip.

Do

not miss this chance to get an Electric Iron
30 DAYS' TREE TRIAL

& Power Co.
Las Vegas Phone
Light
Main 206

What

Is For

JAPA-LA- C

is for use on new or old work of all kinds, whether of
wood or metal, where a high grade colored or clean varnish is required.
Below we give a few of the many uses for
.JAP-A-LA- C

JAP-A-LA- C.

Interior Woodwork of all Kinds
etc. For
Stairways,
these we recommend especially the Oak, Dark Oak, jWalnut, Mahogany,
or if a brighter finish is desired, the Red,
Cherry or Natural
)
Green or Gloss White.
Doors,

Base-boar-

Window-frame-

d,

s,

JAP-A-LA- C,

'

Prices guaranted as low as anywhere in the U. S.

LUDWIG WM. ILFELD, Agent

We Want Everyone to Know.
th merits of our line of Bread, Cakes,
lave the best In Las yogas, via :
Home. Made Bread
3
Pan Bread
.
$
.tK
,

,

,

v

Vienna Bread
Cream Bread
Butter Cream Bread
Whole Wheat Bread
Rye Bread
Mohn Seed Bread
Macaroons
Vanilla Wafers
Kisses

,

--

..

(,

Juan Martinez was given a sentence
of twenty days In Jail this morning
by Judge D. R. Murray in police court.
Martinez finished a sentence
for
drunkenness
He
Saturday
night.
promptly 'filled tip again and was apprehended by the officers. The man
seems unable to leave liquor alone
and is a frequent visitor In polioe
'
court.

Cookies

etc., of, which we
'

lAll .kinds of

Layer Cakes
Sunshine Cakes
Ginger Cakes
Angel Food Cakes
Wine Cakes
Loaf Cakes
Raisin Cakes
Cookies
Rolls
Doughnuts
Fried Cakes

r

WHO KILLED
CONDUCTOR
KIDD AND SERIOUSLY WOUND-OFFICE-

MEN

ELUDE POSSES

HOMESTEADER FOUND DEAD
Roy, N. M., June 19. George O.

Hutson, aged 84 years, was found dead
in bis house on his claim, one mile
northwest of Roy, last Saturday evening, by Johnnie Whiting, the twelve-year-olson of Mrs. Whiting of Roy.
Mr. Hutson, who moved here from
Kedland, Iowa, had been living alone
on his claim for the past four years,
and had always appeared In the best
of health, and had Invariably been a
weekly visitor In town.
He was seen at work on his claim
Wednesday of last week, and from all
appearanoes, he was probably preparing supper on that evening when death
resulted from a stroke of apoplexy,
and was apparently Instant and
d

GAME TOMORROW

A

F. H. Pierce, manager of the Agua
Pura company, was taken ill suddenly
Saturday evening. Today he had not
sufficiently recovered to be In his of
fice. His condition Is not regarded
as serious.

Herbert Gehring and R. C. Freeman
have taken over the real estate and
Insurance business of L. G. Calhoun.
They have also purchased the insurance business of F. J. Cutler, who has
been In business on the Plaza for several years.
Las Vegas fans will be Interested In
the outcome of Saturday's game between Trinidad and Cheyenne on the
latter's grounds. Cheyenne won 7 to
1, Tommy Lockhart pitched for Trin
idad.
5
HARD TO FIND.

Tony Faust draught beer Is on tap
at the Opera Bar, and Is one of the

10c

.Each

;

Eating

Cherries
20cper quart Box
J. II. STEARNS
GROCER.

And so you are not

the best seed in
Ask us.
"
Mi

&

Ram oh

,

$350
$400

GREENBERGER

WHAT IS A CAKE OF ICE?
'
Put a cake of ice off a hot stove. What is it? '
Steam!
,
Put a cake of ice In a box In v arni kitchen. What is it?
Water!
Put a cake of ice in a refrigerator built right. What is it?
" '
Ice!
You see, a cake of ioe on a stove doesn't amount to much. But a
cake of ice In a good refrigerator may save several dollars worth
of food.

If warm air gets into a refrigerator and stays, it creates a damp,
.steamy atmosphere which melt3 Ice rapidly and molds food.
A refrigerator that keeps warm air out and cold air in, one that
keeps a circulation of dry, cold air inside, uses the least ice and
preserves food longest. It pays Its way.
That Is the kind of a refrigerator you want. That is the kind we
A NEW SHIPMENT JUST RECEIVED.
sell.

J.

C.

JOHNSEN & SON

C

Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

t

No.

Expect to be?
C No.
F. C What's the matter?
S. C. Well, papa says that my

hus-

band must be a keen and experienced
man, of good health and good habits.
Mamma Bays that he must be frugal,
industrious, attentive and moral. And
I say that he must be handsome, dashing, talented and rich. We are still
looking for him.
FURNITURE FOR SALE
FOR SALE Fine Oak bedroom
set, elegantly finished, bevel mirror.
etc., new springs matress and bed
ding, 3 leather bottom chairs, one
rocking chair, one davenport. A
snap for quick sale. Call at Hub
clothing store between 9 and 10
Saturday.
HARVEY'S
On The. Mountain, Now Open
x
30th Season.
Cool, beautiful restful resort.
Clean,, comfortable accommodations.

Q n ion

Main 462

Cousin

married yet?
Second Cousin No.
F. C. Engaged?

Each

-

shoes.

re

S.

12c

;.

made-to-measu-

we

P. C

Appetizing, wholesome bountiful table.
Saddle burros for rldine. no eharire.
Best people, only, patronize Harvev's.
Carriage out Wed. and Saturday.
fare, ?L Rates, S2 a day; $10 a week.
Leave orders at Murphey's.

your towns during
rainy weather

Pe
KTiyj
Sioro Phono

First

S.

Plant

--

over, in Regal quarter-size- s
ot
give you the "exact tt

Every Sack Guaranteed

and

Fancy

are made of the very best quality of
skillleathers, and are strongly and
of
fully built by the most expert
New England shoemakers. You will
find them the most satisfactory
outing shoes you have ever worn.
They insure comfort and style
as well as long service. More

Our Pride Flour
$1.30 per Sacfr

finest draught beers served over any
bar in the city.

Cantaloupes

Oxfords

FOR 30 DAYS

Despite the rain Las Vegas and Al
buquerque played a game at Amuse
ment park this afternoon. A second
game will be played tomorrow afternoon, at which a big crowd of fans
is expected.

The Maroons were defeated yesterday ahernoon by the Santa Fe team
by a wore of 13 to 11. The game was
played on St Michael's college grounds
in Santa Fe. The contest was a slug
ging fest from start to finish. Lock- hart of the Maroons got' three two
base hits. Edburn pitched for the Las
Vegas team and was hit hard. FTank
Angel, the Maroons' third baseman,
sprained his ankle and was obliged to
retire from the game. He probably
will not be able to play for some time.
The college grounds are uneven and
a visiting team Is at a great disadvantage. Ellis and Schoeny, usually
the most reliable men on the Maroons.
made errors at critical times. Their
mlsplays were due to the fact that the
outfield Is not on a level with the
infield, making It difficult to Judge fly
ball and line drives. The Santa F
team will play return games here Sat,
urday and Sunday.

town.
-

Regal

S

Imperial Valley

We have

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

FAR

Positively no camping, fishing
Continuing his past reputation as a
allowed- - on our ranch.
hunting
hunter S. U Fisher of Mineral Hill
W. and F. J. Wesner.
yesterday slew a large bear cub. He
brought the carcass to Las Vegas today and sold it to the Las Vegas
Mercantile company, which placed it
on exhibition In its display window.
The bear was covered with a thick
coat of hair and his pelt will make a
handsome rug.

GRAAF & HAYWARD CO.

EVERYBODY

STILL AT LARGE

;

As the result of Tag Day the city
Pocatello, Idaho, June 19. Hugh
library fund Is richer by the sum of
one of the two desperadoes,
Whitney,
women
sold
who
The
$241.15.
young
Conduc
Who shot and fatally woun?
tor
and
William
KIdd,
seriously
was
a
net profit
$4.25, leaving
togs
Milof $195.65. At the dance given in the wounded Deputy Sheriff Samuel
on
train
line
Short
an
ton,
Oregon
armory In the evening the receipts
were $71.40.
The expenses of the near Spencer, Idaho, last Saturday ,1s
dance were $25.90, leaving a profit of still at large and is now believed to
be headed for Jackson's hole country
$45.50.
Is
The library board
deeply grateful In western Wyoming. The two men
to the young women who made Tag have separated and nothing has been
Day a success. It is equally grateful seen or heard of Whitney's companion
A posse is being
to the public which so gracefully since Saturday.
"came across" with, the money when formed at Soda Springs "to go north
and intercept Whitney, who was forInvited by the girls to do so.
The young women who took part in merly a resident of Wyoming and Is
the tagging are: Misses Helen Kelly, familiar with the country.
Annie Merrill, Addle Merrill, Margue
rite Clurton, Mabel Laird, Tooker,
CLASS DAY EXERCISES
Marie Clements, Lucy Clements, Hel
New Haven, Conn., June 19. ClasB
en Cunningham, Louise Cunlnngham,
Charlotte Van Petten, Reglna Strauss, day at Yale University today proved
Alice Coors, Florence Hoskins, Gerard, to be one of the most interesting and
seen here in
Grace Ireland, Ruby Moore,
Mary delightful celebrations
Clark, Jeanette Ward, Lorna Johnson, years. Each of the four departments
Frama Tamme, Greenberger, Cora academic scientific,' law and med
Pettljohn, Aileen Rosenthal, Laura icine, conducted services closely folLorenzen, Aurora Lucero, Montano, lowing the programe which ..custom
Mary Coors, Mary Tipton, Bertha has established aa most befitting for
Cohn, Gladys Gibson, Sadie O'Byrne, the occasion. At the law school the
address to the graduates was deliverMarguerite Bernard.
ed by Attorney General Wlckersham.

Cup-boar- d,

PHONE MAIN 379

$241.15

Always get the' best at Nolette's
barber shop.
THE SUCCESS, FINANCIALLY,
IN EXCESS OF FONDEST
Old Crow sold over the bar at
Long's Buffet.

Here is what a shipper .wrote us

EDM

IDAHO BANDITS

TAG DAY NETTED

LOCAL NEWS

LIBRARY
.

HEZH

MONDAY. JUNE 19, 1911

AT COOLEY'S

seven passenger
wagon, custom made.! and win
home safely If "kept right side upv
I

;?

.

it

Son

Phono Main 276

A

BARN

light-runnin- g'

Try a dram of Old Taylor hourbon
at the Opera Bar; Served from barrels on the bar.

Let us Launder

Your Curtains
This Spring

i

Your curtains need laundering this spring. The .usage they
have received and the dust
they have abaorbed daring the
winter, makes them unfit to
hang the entire summer. Send
your curtains to us, when you
take them down and you Will
be pleasantly surprised by their
appearance when we return
them. We wash them clean,
without damaging them; we
starch them Just stiff enough
to drape right and hold their
shape, and we dry them perfectly square, even and the exact size as when sent us.
You'll Like Our Work.

Try It

Lwill meet
Everybody's
Prices.

QUALITY

GUARANTEED

V

C D.

BOUCHER

The Coffee Man

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
PhonelMainr81.

"".

Read The Optic. It carries the full
"
Associated Press report." --r

